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Abstract
This thesis benchmarks the deterministic lattice code, DRAGON, against data, and
then applies this code to make a prediction for the antineutrino flux from the Chooz
BI and B2 reactors. Data from the destructive assay of rods from the Takahama-3
reactor and from the SONGS antineutrino detector are used for comparisons. The
resulting prediction from the tuned DRAGON code is then compared to the first
antineutrino event spectra from Double Chooz. Use of this simulation in nuclear
nonproliferation studies is discussed.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Motivation
The neutrino is an exceedingly unusual particle. This is still an understatement,
even in a world where we have cloistered quarks, virtual photons, and triply-strange
baryons. Like shape-shifting ghosts, they permeate the universe and remain largely
transparent to it. They are carriers of the weak force, without them there would be no
thermonuclear fusion, no sun. They exhibit the purest interactions of all phenomena
in Nature: they only interact via the weak force, and remain stable modulo oscillations
into other neutrino flavors. This thesis discusses the effort undertaken by Double
Chooz, a reactor antineutrino disappearance experiment, to determine 013, the final
unknown parameter describing the phenomena of neutrino oscillations. As Double
Chooz is a reactor experiment, it is a spiritual descendent of the original reactor
experiments that discovered the neutrino. It is only fitting that Double Chooz also
provide one of the first measurements of this mixing angle.
The layout of this work is as follows. In this chapter, we discuss a brief history of
neutrino oscillations and the search for 013, including the results of previous reactor
antineutrino experiments and their constraints on the mixing angle. In Chapter 2,
the Double Chooz experiment is discussed, along with a brief survey of the similar
Daya Bay and RENO experiments. In Chapter 3, the theory of reactor simulations
relevant to antineutrino experiments, in particular the DRAGON simulation code, is
discussed. In Chapter 4, we show the result of the Takahama-3 benchmark, which
validates our use of DRAGON for simulating the Chooz reactors. In Chapter 5,
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we discuss the calculation of the antineutrino flux using the DRAGON code, and in
Chapter 6, we show the first determination of 013 from the Double Chooz experiment,
along with the calculation of the systematic uncertainty due to the reactor. The final
chapter compares the Double Chooz result with those from other 013 experiments,
including MINOS, T2K, Daya Bay and RENO.
This work contains two appendices. In the first, we provide a sample input file
for the DRAGON code along with extended annotation. In the second appendix,
we outline a method using detected antineutrinos to perform a real-time assay of
reactor fuel. The Double Chooz Monte Carlo coupled with DRAGON predictions
is used to determine the feasibility of this method for nonproliferation efforts. This
chapter begins with a review of neutrino oscillations and proceeds to a discussion of
the current limits set on 013.
1.1 The Oscillating Leptons
In the past two decades, ample evidence for the neutrino oscillation hypothesis has
been collected and confirmed by several key experiments [34, 35, 36]. The discussion
of the phenomenon is due to Maki, Nakagawa, and Sakata [37] as well as Pontecorvo
[38]. To motivate the predictions, let us assume, unlike in the Standard Model, that
the neutrinos have a nonzero rest mass. It is then possible that the weak eigenstates
and the mass eigenstates are not identical. The two sets of states could be connected
by a unitary transformation, similar to the CKM matrix in the quark sector. We
will see that observation of neutrino oscillations require at least one nonzero and
non-degenerate mass eigenstate.
We will compute the amplitude and probability for oscillations by assuming ID
plane-wave states for simplicity; these results will hold even with a more sophisticated
derivation using wave packets [39]. The following derivation follows [40] and only
derives oscillations in vacuum. A more detailed discussion, including matter effects
[41] can be found in [42, 43]. Let I vi) be the mass eigenstates prepared at x = 0 and
v,,) be the flavor eigenstates. These states are orthonormal, so we have (vj I vj) = 6J5.
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We can construct a unitary matrix U, the PMNS matrix, to connect the two sets of
states:
I Va(X, t = 0)) SZUi I vi(x, t = 0)) (1.1)
(1.2)I vi(x, t = 0)) = E Ui*. I va(X, t = 0)).
The mass eigenstates by construction commute with the Hamiltonian, so we know
their evolution for arbitrary time t, and since they are plane wave states, they are
momentum eigenstates as well:
(1.3)Ivi(x,t)) = e-iHt -v1(xt=0)=v(xt=O))iEit
= 
ipix-iEit
Now we can write an arbitrary neutrino state at position x and time t in terms of
flavor eigenstates:
(1.4)v(x,t)) = j Uni | vi)eix-iEit
ix-iEt
= S UAU I v,3) ePixit
+ 2Since these neutrinos are ultra-relativistic, we have E, = pf + m p 2 ±
E Here, we have assumed that the mass eigenstate energy E does not differ too
much from that of the weak eigenstate, E. In units where c = 1, we have x = ct = t.
We can then use the above expression to write the amplitude for transitions from
flavor a to 0 at a distance L from the production point:
Aa = (u
=2
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(1.5)|v(x,t))
U4siUjie 2E
Source Type E (MeV) L (km) Am2 (eV2 ) Examples
Reactor (SB) 1 1 10~ CHOOZ.
Reactor (LB) e ~1 100 10-1 KamLAND
Accelerator (SB) P4, , 103 1 1 MINOS
Accelerator (LB) P,, y, ~103  103 10-3 NovA
Atmospheric pe,,,vv,, ~103 104 10 Super-K'
Solar Ve 1 1.5 X 108 o101 SNO
Table 1.1: Neutrino oscillation experiment sensitivities to Am 2 , taken from [1]. Note
that solar neutrinos have significant matter effects. The abbreviations "SB" and "LB"
refer to "short-baseline" and "long-baseline", respectively.
We can find the squared modulus of this amplitude to get the probability of transition
from a -- 3 [40]:
R~~U*U*U ( Am.L\P = Z IU.iUj I+ 2 -Re EUiUjipjexp i 2E . (1.6)
, ij>i
where Am?. m? - m is the mass-squared difference. The oscillatory nature of the
probability is evident.
From expression 1.6, we see that neutrino oscillations require at least one eigen-
state possessing nonzero mass and non-diagonal terms in the PMNS matrix. It is the
experimentalist's goal to determine the entries of the PMNS matrix and the values of
the mi. We cannot learn the absolute values of the mi with neutrino oscillations since
we can only measure the differences Am?.. It is also crucial to note the dependence
of the oscillation probability on L/E; this will drive the design of neutrino oscillation
experiments. Neutrino oscillation effects are most noticeable when the phase of the
transition probability is large; i.e., Am 2 L ~ r/2, or Am 2 ~ E/L. In Table 1.1, we
show the values of Am2 that can be explored in a variety of experiments with neutrino
sources of different energies.
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1.2 Parameterizing the PMNS Matrix
With the three known neutrino flavors (e, y, and r), the PMNS matrix becomes a 3 x 3
unitary matrix which connects the flavor eigenstates with the three mass eigenstates:
I vi), I v2), and I v3). We can parameterize the matrix using three mixing angles
012, 023, and 013. The angle labels describe the transitions between mass eigenstates,
so for example, 013 parameterizes transitions between I vi) and I v3). In terms of
these angles, the PMNS matrix can be written as U = U23 Uis - U1 2 , or:
1 0 0 cos 013 0 sin9 13e-i cos 012 sin912 0
0 cos 023 sin 023 0 1 0 -sin0 12 cos 0 12 0 (1-7)
0 -sin0 23 cos023 sinOi3 e" 0 cos0 1 3  0 0 1
Different oscillation experiments reveal different entries in this matrix. Experi-
ments involving atmospheric neutrinos or accelerator neutrinos [34, 20, 19] measure
Am23 and 023, and solar neutrino experiments and long baseline reactor experiments
[36, 35] determine Am12 and 012. Thus, the matrices in the above expression are of-
ten labeled with the type of experiment that primarily probes for that mixing angle:
U12  Usojar, U23  Uatmospheric, and U1 3  Ureact,. Strictly speaking, U13 is not solely
determined from reactor experiments; as we will see later in this chapter, accelerator
experiments can also probe for 013. In this parameterization, we have also included
the CP-violating phase, 6. It is clear that if CP-violation is to be observed in the
lepton sector, then sin 013 must be nonzero.
Despite the fact that there are three known flavors of neutrinos, a two-neutrino
oscillation model is often used to simplify the interpretation of experiments. In this
scenario, there is only one mixing angle 9. This simplifies the rotated states and
probability of oscillation considerably:
va cos 0 sin 0 1
vp - sin 0 cos 0 v/2
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9 Best Fit sin2 0 Best Fit Am 2 [eV 2] Determined from
012 0.312 8 7.58.22 x10Y Super-K, SNO, KamLAND
023 0.42-00 2.35+0- x Super-K, MINOS
Table 1.2: Summary of solar and atmospheric neutrino experiments [1, 25]. This
is a global fit assuming a 3v model. The solar experiments include SNO-III[26],
GALLEX[27], and Borexino[28].
p 6m 2 LPa = sin 2 20 sin 2 ( 1 .2 7 EL (1.9)
Here, 6m 2 = m2 - m2. From this model and from experiments listed in Table 1.1,
two distinct mass scales have emerged: the solar mass scale and the atmospheric mass
scale; see Table 1.2. The fact that the two-neutrino oscillations are adequate can be
seen from the a more detailed three-neutrino calculation for reactor experiments at a
baseline of 0(1) km, or short baseline (SB) [44]:
PSB = sin 2 2913 sin 2 (. 2 7  E3L) + x 2 ( 1.27 )3 )2 cos4 413sin2012  (1.10)
Here, x =mi/6ms ~2 0.032. In Figure 1-1, we show the percent deviation of the
two-neutrino scenario from the three-neutrino scenario. Above threshold, this effect is
less than 0.05%. Thus we see that the two-neutrino oscillation scenario is adequate for
a reactor antineutrino experiment such as Double Chooz. With this model in mind,
we now turn to the experimental determination of the final unmeasured mixing angle,
013-
1.3 The Search For 013
The previous generation of reactor antineutrino experiments, namely CHOOZ [2]
and Palo Verde [3] were able to place upper limits on the value of 013. Aside from
satisfying general scientific inquiry, determining this angle is important because its
value is needed in any calculation involving electron-neutrinos, from the absolute
mass scale to the effective Majorana mass of the ve. As was mentioned previously,
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Figure 1-1: Percent deviation of two-neutrino model from three-neutrino model. Here,
01,01, 2m3 and 6m 2 were taken from[1], and the baseline was L = 1050 m.
013;~~~ 017607 1
if 013 is nonzero, this allows for the possibility of measuring the CP-violating phase
6cP and thus observing CP violation in the lepton sector, an exciting possibility.
Indeed, experiments are underway to measure this phase [45]. The observation of
CP-violation in the lepton sector is particularly interesting and might shed some
light on the origins of the matter-antimatter asymmetry in the universe. We can
search for the phase ocp using a O(100) km baseline experiment: [44, 45]
Pongbascuine = sin 22013sin 2023sin 2A
-:F X sin 2013 sin ocp COS 013 sin 2012 sin 2023 sin 3 A
+ x sin 2013 COS oCP COS 013 sin 2012 sin 2023 cos A sin 2A
+ X2 COS2 023sin2 2012sin 2 1
He13, A1,6~,ad6 eetknfrm1,adtebsln = 105 m.
Here ad =thmL/4E, and X is as defined in the previous section. In the expression
above, the minus sign refers to neutrinos and the plus sign refers to antineutrinos.
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Thus, one way to search for CP-violation is to run an experiment in both neutrino
and antineutrino modes and look for differing appearance rates. Once again, this
program depends on 013 being not only nonzero, but sufficiently large in order to see
these differing rates.
Even though two distinct mass scales have emerged from the results of previ-
ous experiments, neutrino oscillation experiments can only tell us of their relative
scales; see Figure 1-2 for an illustration. The KATRIN experiment[46] is searching
for absolute mass scale via a tritium endpoint measurement. However, long-baseline
oscillation experiments can resolve whether the mass hierarchy is normal or inverted
as shown in 1-2.
Reactor antineutrino experiments, such as Double Chooz[47], Daya Bay[48], and
RENO[49] seek to measure 013 by measuring antineutrino disappearance, as explained
in Section 1.4.1. The accelerator experiments MINOS[20], T2K[19], and NOvA[50]
are sensitive to 013 as well as to 6 cp and the mass hierarchy. Precise measurements
of 013 from the reactor experiments improve the ability of accelerator experiments to
measure Scp or the mass hierarchy. We begin with a survey of the CHOOZ and Palo
Verde experiments, and then discuss the current generation of experiments.
1.4 A Summary of Recent Reactor Antineutrino
Experiments
1.4.1 Disappearance Experiments
Reactor antineutrino experiments all use very similar detection principles, and since
Chapter 2 examines the Double Chooz detector in detail, we postpone a full discussion
until that point. We illustrate a very basic disappearance experiment searching for 013
in Figure 1-3. Antineutrinos from the reactor will, over a distance of approximately
1 km, oscillate into other flavors, and the Fe detector counts the depleted number
of antineutrinos. For experiments like CHOOZ, Palo Verde, or the single-detector
phase of Double Chooz, whose first results we will see in Chapter 6, there is only a
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Figure 1-2: Normal and inverted neutrino mass hierachies.
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Figure 1-3: Illustration of a reactor disappearance experiment.
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far detector located at the 1 km oscillation maximum; to obtain the number of an-
tineutrinos that were emitted by the reactor (the so-called unoscillated flux), detailed
reactor simulations must be performed. A major component of the work presented
in this thesis is dedicated to predicting this unoscillated antineutrino flux.
For Daya Bay and RENO, data taking involves at least 2 detectors from the begin-
ning. The near detector(s) normalize the flux, and then only small simulation-based
corrections of the contribution of each reactor are needed. The detection mechanism
used is inverse 3 decay in a Gd-doped liquid scintillator. This produces a coincidence
signal of a prompt positron annihilation followed by the delayed neutron capture on
Gd in ~ 30ps.
1.4.2 The CHOOZ Experiment
1.4.2.1 Detector Design
The CHOOZ experiment took place from April 1997 to July 1998 in the French village
Chooz. CHOOZ searched for antineutrino disappearance. The single detector was
located approximately 1 km from the Chooz Bi and B2 reactors, and 300 meters of
water equivalence (m.w.e.) underground. The depth of the detector reduced critical
backgrounds due to the muon flux by a factor of 300 [2]. Details of the BI and B2
reactors will be discussed in Chapter 2. Figure 1-4 shows an image of the detector's
internal regions. The design of the CHOOZ detector is typical of reactor antineutrino
detectors.
" Region I, the innermost region, was the neutrino target. It contained 5 tons
of gadolinium-doped (Gd-doped) liquid scintillator. The Gd is useful since it
reduces the capture time of the neutron from 180 pts to approximately 30ps,
which reduces the likelihood of backgrounds from false coincidences. In addition,
the neutron capture on Gd produces an ~ 8 MeV-gamma ray cascade with
energies well above those of background events (< 4 MeV).
" Region II surrounded Region I and it contained 107 tons of undoped liquid scin-
tillator. Region II's purpose was to capture escaping electromagnetic energy; it
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Figure 1-4: A cutaway drawing of the detector, where the holes show where the PMTs
would be mounted. Taken from [2].
was 99% efficient in catching positrons from P reactions, and approximately 95%
efficient in capturing gamma radiation for neutron capture on Gd [2]. Region
II contained 192 center-facing PMTs to catch scintillator light.
* Region III was the veto region. Like Region II, it contained undoped scintillator;
however, it only used 48 PMTs. Its purpose was to reject cosmic muons and to
shield the target against the natural radioactivity from the surrounding rock.
e The detector was housed in a steel vessel with a diameter of 5.5 m, which, in
turn, was surrounded by 75 cm of low-radioactivity sand and 14 cm of cast iron
for shielding purposes.
The detector contained laser flashers and pipes for the introduction of radioactive
sources for calibration. In fact, it was found that the attenuation length of the
scintillator decreased as a function of time due to oxidation from nitrate ions, making
periodic calibrations extremely important.
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1.4.2.2 Event Selection and Backgrounds
In Figure 1-5, we show the various event classes encountered by the CHOOZ exper-
iment plotted as a function of prompt e+-like events versus delayed n-like events.
The discussion of these classes follows that given in [2]. Events in Class C showed
the 8 MeV Gd capture peak that persisted even when the two reactors were shut
down. These events could then be taken to be spallation neutrons created by muons
passing through the nearby rock. In this case, the neutron entered the detector and
transferred its large kinetic energy to protons. This proton recoil mimicked a prompt
positron. The neutron then captured on Gd as in inverse 3 decay. This is called cor-
related background. In contrast, Classes A and D showed uncorrelated background.
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The low-energy positron-like event most likely came from ambient radioactivity, which
had energies less than 4 MeV. The associated neutron-like energy could have been
from spallation neutrons (Class A) or another radioactivity signal (Class D). The
events in Class B showed high positron- and neutron-like energies. These could be
accounted by the presence of stopping muons. These muons penetrated into the de-
tector about 10 or 20 cm; the ionization created the prompt event. The muon then
stops and decays, producing a high-energy Michel electron which mimicked the neu-
tron signal. We will show the candidate region with Double Chooz data in Chapter
6.
1.4.2.3 Results
CHOOZ observed 2991 antineutrino candidate events with a total live time of 340
days. In February 1998, both reactors were shut down; by July 1998 when data
taking ceased, the reactor-off period accounted for 40% of the live time. 287 can-
didate events occurred during the reactor-off period. To reduce the uncertainty in
the reactor flux measurement, the CHOOZ experiment used the Bugey-4 reactor flux
measurement [51]. The experiment reported the ratio of detected to expected (no-
oscillation) events:
R = 1.01 ± 2.8%(stat.) ± 2.7%(syst.)
A nonzero value of 013 should lead to a shape modification and overall deficit of the
detected positron spectrum. In Figure 1-6, we show the detected spectrum from
each reactor for CHOOZ. It is seen that both spectra are consistent with no neutrino
oscillations, and this is confirmed by a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test which yielded a
compatibility probability of 82%. Thus only an upper limit can be placed on the
value for sin2 (20 13 ): sin 2 (20 13 ) < 0.15. This upper bound sets the stage for more
precise measurements of the final unknown mixing angle.
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Figure 1-6: Left: Positron yields in CHOOZ. Right: Ratio of positron yields from
both reactors, compared to the no-oscillation scenario. Taken from [2].
1.4.3 The Palo Verde Experiment
The Palo Verde experiment [3] took data over a period of 353 days from July 1998
to July 2000 in Arizona. It observed antineutrino interactions from the Palo Verde
Nuclear Generating Station, which consists of 3 reactors. The detector was 890 m
from two of the reactors and 750 m from the third. The experiment had a 32 m.w.e
overburden and is distinguished from CHOOZ by its segmented cell design. The
detector is shown in Figure 1-7 and will now be described, following [52]. The central
component of the detector consisted of an inner target, made up of 66 detection
cells. Each detection module contained liquid scintillator composed of psuedocumene,
mineral oil, alcohol, and doped with Gd. At either end of the cell was a mineral oil
buffer, and a PMT was attached for light readout. The target contained 11 tons
of liquid scintillator and took up a volume of 900 cm x 12.7 cm x 25.4 cm. The
target region is surrounded by a 105-ton water buffer, which captured gamma rays
and neutrons from the surrounding rock. Finally, the water buffer was surrounded
by a muon veto.
The antineutrino signal used inverse beta decay, described in more detail in Chap-
ter 2. However, it is worth noting here that the delayed coincidence signal in Palo
Verde consisted of finding triple spatial coincidences, or "triples", which could either
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Figure 1-7: The Palo Verde experiment. One of the neutrino modules is shown at the
bottom. Taken from [3].
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Figure 1-8: A neutrino candidate in the Palo Verde experiment from [3].
be positron-like interactions (ionization by the positron plus 2 photon annihilation)
or neutron-like (neutron capture on Gd releasing about 3 gamma rays). Each triple
signal had to take place in a different cell, and if they were 450 ps apart, they could
be counted as a candidate event. A schematic is shown in Figure 1-8. The types of
background seen in the experiment are the same as those discussed in the CHOOZ
detector section. Like the CHOOZ experiment, Palo Verde used the Bugey reactor
flux measurement to reduce the uncertainty of their calculation of the flux. The
experiment took data for 353 days reported a ratio of detected to expected events:
R = 0.982 ± 2.3%(stat.) ± 5.3%(syst.)
The result is dominated by systematic uncertainty and, like CHOOZ, the experiment
saw no evidence for neutrino oscillations[52], and the limit on 013 was sin2 (20 13) <
0.162[3].
1.4.4 Daya Bay & RENO
Like Double Chooz, Daya Bay and RENO are current-generation reactor antineutrino
experiments. We outline the improvements of these current-generation experiments
over CHOOZ and Palo Verde in the next chapter. The Daya Bay experiment actually
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Figure 1-9: The Daya Bay experiment. Here, EH = Experimental Hall, AD = An-
tineutrino Detector, and NPP = Nuclear Power Plant. Li through L4 represent the
Ling Ao reactors, while D1 and D2 are the Daya Bay reactors. Taken from [4].
consists of three reactor sites in China, north of Hong Kong: "Daya Bay", "Ling Ao
I", and "Ling Ao II" [48, 4]. Each of these sites has two 2.9 GW (thermal power)
reactors. The experiment has two "near halls" called "Daya Bay Near Hall" and
"Ling Ao Near Hall", and a "Far Hall". At each of the two near halls, there will
be two 20-ton antineutrino detectors. The Far Hall will contain 4 20-ton detectors
to account for the diminished reactor flux. The near detectors are between 400 -
500 meters from the reactors that they monitor, whereas the 4 far detectors will be
between 1500 and 2000 meters from the Ling Ao and Daya Bay halls [4]; see Figure 1-
9 for an illustration of the experimental setup. The RENO experiment, on the other
hand, consists of 6 reactors at the Yonggwang power plant on the west coast of South
Korea. They are lined up over a span of 1300 meters, producing a total of 16.4 GW
[53, 49]. The experiment consists of 2 identical detectors: a near detector placed close
to the center of this reactor array at a baseline of approximately 300 meters, and a
far detector at a distance of 1.4 km; see Figure 1-10 for an illustration. The results
of these experiments will be shown in Chapter 7.
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Figure 1-10: The RENO experiment.
1.4.5 Appearance Experiments
1.4.5.1 MINOS
The main goal of the MINOS experiment at Fermilab [54] was to perform precision
measurements of the atmospheric neutrino oscillation parameters 023 and Am2s. The
experiment detects neutrinos in the ~ 3 GeV range emerging from the NuMI neutrino
beam, which in turn was created from 120 GeV protons from the Main Injector. The
protons strike a graphite target, producing mostly pions and kaons that decay mostly
into muon-type neutrinos. Before the pions and kaons decay, an electromagnetic
horn selects the desired sign of the charged mesons. MINOS has a 0.98 kiloton near
detector located 1.04 km from the beam source for absolute flux measurements and
cross section measurements, and a 5.4 kiloton far detector located 735 km away in
the Soudan mine. The detectors themselves are made of alternating sheets of steel
and scintillator; the scintillator strips are read out with PMTs and optical fibers [20].
The experiment is sensitive to 013 through ve appearance:
P(v, -+ ve) ~ sin 2 2013 sin 2 2023 sin 2 (1.27Am 2L/E).
MINOS looks for an excess of ve events above the expected contamination of ~ 10-4,
which would occur irrespective of neutrino oscillations. We will present these results
in Chapter 5.
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1.4.5.2 T2K
The T2K experiment [19, 55] is an off-axis appearance experiment whose primary
goal is the measurement of 013. Protons at 30 GeV strike a graphite target and give
rise to the J-PARC beam in Tokai, Japan. The far detector in this case is the water
Cerenkov detector Super Kamiokande, 295 km from the target. The near detector is
280 m from the target. Both detectors are 2.5' off-axis relative to the beam. This is
done because the v,, energy spectrum is peaked at the same energy (~ 0.6 GeV) of
the maximum of the v, -+ ve appearance probability, as shown in Figure 1-11. The
T2K near detector, called ND280, measures the emitted neutrino flux and counts the
ve contamination. In addition to the near and far detectors, there is a suite of on-axis
iron-scintillator detectors called INGRID that monitors the neutrino beam. There
are also proton beam monitors, target monitors, and magnet horn monitors. We will
discuss the results from T2K in Chapter 7.
1.4.5.3 NOvA
Like the T2K experiment, the NOvA experiment [50] is an off-axis appearance ex-
periment, searching for the v, - ve reaction. However, its experimental goal is the
measurement of 013 and, if the mixing angle is large enough, a resolution of the neu-
trino mass hierarchy. It also uses the NuMI beam, albeit at higher beam power (700
kW). Like T2K, the angle was chosen to be off-axis. The v,, energies peak at ~ 2 GeV,
which is also the peak of the v, -+ ve appearance probability; see Figure 1-12. A
schematic of the detectors can be seen in Figure 1-13. Both are made of the same ma-
terial, PVC cells containing a mixture of mineral oil and pseudocumene, and function
as tracking calorimeters[50]. The near detector weighs 0.22 kiloton and is 1 km from
the graphite target, whereas the far detector is 810 km away, and weighs 14 kilotons.
Depending on the values of 013 and 6 cp, NOvA may be able to resolve the neutrino
mass hierarchy if the parameters are large. The long baseline implies matter effects,
and matter effects depend on the mass hierarchy. The near and far detectors should
be ready to take data in fall of 2013 [6].
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Figure 1-11: The T2K v, beam energy spectra. The P(v,, - ve) probability is
superimposed with arbitrary units. The ideal off-axis angle of 2.50 is shown, and is
easily seen to be near the maximum of the appearance oscillation probability with a
very narrow peak. Figure taken from [5].
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Figure 1-12: The NOvA v, beam energy spectra. The P(v,, -+ ve) probability is
shown on top. The ideal off-axis angle of 0.80 (14 mrad) is shown in red, and is easily
seen to be near the maximum of the appearance oscillation probability with a very
narrow peak. Figure taken from [6].
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Figure 1-13: The NOvA detectors.
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1.5 The Reactor Antineutrino Anomaly
In order to carry out a disappearance experiment at a reactor, the emitted unoscil-
lated antineutrino flux must be both predicted and measured. Reactors produce
antineutrinos through the 3 decay of the fission products of uranium and plutonium.
We can decouple the flux into two components for each fissioning isotope:
Stot(Ev) = fkSk (E). (1.12)
k
Here, k sums over the four fissioning isotopes 235U, 23U, 239 Pu, and 2 1 Pu. The fk
represent the fraction of the fissions that are caused by the kth isotope. These are
a function of time and of reactor operating parameters, such as the fuel amount and
fuel temperature. In fact, calculation of the fk are a central goal of this thesis, and
more details will be found in Chapters 3 through 5. In this section, we focus on the
determination and recent re-analysis of the Sk, the reference spectra or the number
of emitted antineutrinos per fission as a function of energy.
The reference spectra, Sk(Ev) for the four aforementioned isotopes, are extracted
from measurements of the 3 spectra made at the ILL research reactor[561. By exposing
thin foils of uranium and plutonium to the thermal flux of the ILL reactor (the baseline
was 80 cm), the # spectrum of 235U, 239 Pu, and 2 41 Pu were measured for irradiation
times less than 36 hours using a magnetic spectrometer. Because 2 1U will only fission
with neutron energies near 1 MeV, its 3 spectrum could not be measured and must be
calculated from first principles. At the 3-branch level, the conversion from # energy to
antineutrino energy is simple, neglecting nuclear recoil: E, = EO - Eg, where EO is the
endpoint of a 3 branch. The original predictions [57] used a phenomenological model
to convert the observed # spectrum from the ILL experiment into an antineutrino
energy spectrum. This model used 30 "virtual", or effective, beta-branches. We now
survey the results of the short baseline experiments.
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Experiment Distance [m] Old New Error (%)
ILI Q 0.832 0.788 9.5
Bugey-3 15 0.988 0.930 4.8
Bungey3 400 0994 0.936 4
Bugey-3 95 0.915 0.861 14.1
Bugey4 15 0987 096 -3.0
Rovno 18 0.969 0.901 6.9
Rovno: 18 1.001 0.932
Rovno 18 1.026 0.955 7.8
Rovno 18 1.013 0.943 7.8
Rovno 18 0.990 0.922 7.2
Goesgen 38 1.018 0.949 6.5
Goesgen 45 1.045 0.975 6.5
Goesgen 65 0.975 0.909 7.6
Krasnoyarsk 33 1.013 0.920 5.8
Krasnoyarsk 92 1.031 0.937 20.3
Krasnoyarsk 57 0.989 0.931 4.9
Savannah River 18 0.987 0.936 3.7
Savannah River 24 1.055 1.001 3.8
Table 1.3: Very short baseline reactor data. The old and new ratios are
Nmeasured/Npredicted, where the predictions contain no oscillation effect [29, 7]
1.5.1 Very Short Baseline Reactor Experiments
In the 1980s and 1990s, several short-baseline reactor experiments took place in order
to measure the emitted flux and to search for oscillations. The results are shown
in Table 1.3. These experiments are all < 100 m from the reactors. The ILL [56],
Bugey-4 [58], Krasnoyarsk [59, 60], Rovno [61] and Goesgen [62] detectors used 3 He
and liquid scintillator to search for recoil neutrons produced in inverse # decay, while
Bugey-3 [51] used 6 Li. The Savannah River experiments [63, 64] and a later phase
of the Rovno experiment [65] used Gd-doped liquid scintillator. With the exception
of the ILL experiment, the experimental results were consistent with a no-oscillation
prediction.
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1.5.2 Reanalysis of Reactor Flux Prediction
In [66, 29, 67], a reanalysis of the predicted Sk was performed. This "ab initio"
reanalysis used the enormous amount of information that was contained in nuclear
databases [68, 31, 69, 70] including thousands of beta-branches to perform a more
sophisticated calculation. Where their prediction disagreed with the ILL data, ef-
fective 3 branches were used as a correction. The result of the reanalysis was an
overall ~ 2 - 3% increase in the normalization of the spectra. A similar study using
only 3 branches with endpoint energies from nuclear databases was performed that
confirmed this shift[67]. This second work applied a sophisticated treatment of cor-
rections to the theoretical # spectrum, including a detailed treatment of corrections
from screening, finite size of the nucleus, and weak magnetism. This increase implies
that the ratio of data to prediction then decreases; averaging over all of the very short
baseline experiments, the mean ratio shifts from 0.976 ± 0.024 to 0.943 i 0.023. The
systematic underestimate of this ratio is called the reactor antineutrino anomaly. The
current state of the results are shown in Figure 1-14.
After the reanalysis, the predictions are no longer consistent with experiment.
It is possible that the lighter neutrinos could be oscillating into a sterile neutrino,
explaining the anomaly. However, this is only speculation and will not be considered
further in this thesis. Instead, we note the effect of the reanalysis on our knowledge
of 013. The results from CHOOZ and KamLAND were reanalyzed, and with the new
prediction, the result yielded a best-fit value of sin 2 (20 13 ) = 0.13 ± 0.06 (1o- error)
[29].
Now that our survey of the search for 013 is complete, we turn to a description of
the Double Chooz experiment.
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Figure 1-14: The antineutrino anomaly. The data points are the reanalyzed results
from the very short baseline reactor flux experiments. Taken from [7].
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Chapter 2
The Double Chooz Experiment
The Double Chooz experiment is the successor to the original CHOOZ experiment,
and in many ways improves upon the original:
" Where CHOOZ only had a far detector to measure the oscillated antineutrinos,
Double Chooz will employ a near as well to measure the unoscillated flux;
" The Double Chooz detectors have improved shielding to reduce backgrounds;
" The PMTs in the Double Chooz detectors are surrounded by a non-scintillating
buffer region to reduce the background from the PMTs themselves;
" Double Chooz has a larger target volume;
" Double Chooz will take data for 5 years, much longer than CHOOZ's 15 months.
The total systematic uncertainty from the reactor in the CHOOZ experiment was
2.7%. In 100 days of data taking, Double Chooz has already reduced the upper limit
of sin 2 2013, for which CHOOZ could only provide an upper bound of < 0.15, and
the total reactor systematic uncertainty was 1.7%. In this chapter, we describe the
detector design and the key features of the analysis software.
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Figure 2-1: Chooz power plant with Double Chooz detectors.
2.1 Location
Per its namesake, the Double Chooz experiment is located in Chooz, France, a village
in the northeast that shares a border with Belgium. Chooz is home to a nuclear
power plant that consists of two reactor cores, called Bi and B2. The experimental
apparatus consists of two identical detectors: the Near Detector, which is being con-
structed as of fall 2011 and lies approximately 400 meters from the reactor cores, and
the Far Detector, which began data taking in April 2011 and is near the oscillation
maximum, at approximately 1 kilometer from the cores. The plant can be seen in
Figure 2-1. Both detectors are shielded from cosmic ray-induced backgrounds by
being underground; the Near Detector is buried to a depth of 120 m.w.e, while the
Far Detector is deeper at 300 m.w.e.. The experiment's cost was reduced by placing
the Far Detector into the same hall as the CHOOZ experiment, but this limited the
size of the detectors.
2.2 The Chooz Reactor Cores
The Chooz reactor cores, BI and B2, together emit ~ 1021 antineutrinos per second
as part of normal power generation, and are thus a very low-cost method of obtaining
data on neutrino oscillations. What follows is a brief description of the operation of
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Figure 2-2: Illustration of principal components of a PWR.
the cores.
2.2.1 Reactor Plant Design
The most common reactor design is the pressurized water reactor (PWR). The dia-
gram in Figure 2-2 shows a typical PWR design. As water enters the reactor core
via the primary circuit, heat from nuclear fissions of heavy actinides raises the water
temperature. This water is kept at pressures exceeding 15 MPa so that it will remain
in the liquid state even at high temperatures. Typical temperatures are ~ 575 K.
Water from the primary circuit is isolated from water in the secondary steam circuit.
Water in the secondary circuit is heated and turned into steam to turn turbines for
electrical power. The separation of these two water circuits is desirable since water
from the primary loop may become radioactive, and in an emergency situation could
become steam if the loops were not separated. This feature thus aids in the prevention
of radioactive steam escaping the power plant.
After progressing through the turbines, the steam is condensed in a tertiary loop,
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Secondary loop
which uses water from the Meuse river for cooling. It is also kept separate from the
other two circuits. In this work, we focus only upon the energy generation from the
reactor core itself since it is the fissions in the core which generate antineutrinos.
2.2.2 Reactor Core Layout
To describe the reactor core layout, we progress from the smallest units to the largest.
For the Chooz cores, the uranium fuel is introduced as cylindrical ceramic pellets,
made of uranium dioxide. The pellets have a typical diameter of 1 cm and have a
density of about 11 g/cm 3 . The pellets are stacked into a fuel rod, which has a typical
length of 4 meters; the rods in the Chooz cores have a length of 4.267 m. The fuel
rod is clad in Zircaloy, which is mostly zirconium with trace amounts of chromium,
tin, and nickel. Since the neutron flux from fissioning of the fuel can exceed 10"
neutrons/cm-s, zirconium is a popular cladding for the fuel rod due to its low neutron
absorption cross section.
The pellets and cladding are surrounded by a moderator, which for PWRs is
typically normal water. The fuel pellets, cladding, and moderator constitute a square
cell, whose side length is typically 1.26 cm. A grid of fuel rods is bundled into a
fuel assembly, which is usually referred to by its rectangular dimensions; i.e., a 16
x 16 assembly contains 162 = 256 cells. Not all of the cells contain fuel rods; other
types of cells include the instrumentation cell, which is usually at the center of the
assembly and contains a neutron flux detector; and control cells, into which control
rods made of boron or cadmium can be inserted to control the fission rate of the fuel.
An example fuel assembly is shown in Figure 2-3. Typical uncertainties of the fuel
composition is on the order of 5% [71]. The implications of these uncertainties on
our fission rate calculations will be explored in Chapter 5. The fuel assemblies in the
Chooz reactors are all of the 17 x 17 type, and are designed by Areva-Framatone.
The fuel assembly is the fundamental unit of fuel in typical reactor operations. The
assembly is inserted into the core as a whole, irradiated for approximately a year, and
then reshuffled in the core in such a way that critical parameters of the reactor core,
such as neutron flux and fuel temperature, are kept as uniform as possible.
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Figure 2-3: Assembly example. This image was made with DRAGON. The color
purple refers to fuel, faint green refers to cladding, and grey refers to water.
The reactor core is then a collection of fuel assemblies. A typical core can have
100 to 170 fuel assemblies; the number depends on the application, from nuclear
submarine to power plant. B1 and B2 each contain 205 assemblies, one of the largest
designs in the world [2], and they each generate 4.25 GW-thermal (GWth) of power.
Due to the efficiency of the plant, this amounts to 1.15 GW of available electrical
power per core. The core is then surrounded by shielding and a concrete containment
structure, whose construction requires a detailed knowledge of thermal hydraulics.
2.2.3 Generation of Antineutrinos in the Core
Out of the hundreds of isotopes generated during nuclear fission, only four are relevant
for the generation of antineutrinos: 235 U, 23 8U, 2 39 Pu, and 2"Pu. Despite the presence
of other fissioning isotopes, such as 2 0Pu and the fissile 233 U, the aforementioned
four isotopes account for > 99.9% of all antineutrinos generated in reactors[72]. The
primary fuel is 235U. In reactor fuel, the weight fraction of this isotope is increased,
or enriched, from its natural abundance of 0.7% to upwards of 3 or 4%. The Chooz
reactor cores have enrichments of 4%, 3.4%, and 1.8%. Figure 2-4 illustrates the key
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Figure 2-4: Fission cross sections of some radioactive isotopes. 235U and 239Pu have
the largest thermal fission cross section of all elements. 21U only fissions with "fast"
neutrons, near 1 MeV.
importance of 2 5 U. Note that 23 8U fissions do not occur below ~ 800 keV. Thus, this
isotope is unaffected by thermalized neutrons. 23 U will fission on neutrons that are
effectively at rest, and at low energies the fission cross section is highest. However,
neutrons emitted from a fission of I 5 U have energies in the MeV range; see Figure
2-5.
Thus it is of crucial importance to reduce the energy of these emitted neutrons
so that they can be used to initiate further fission reactions in the fuel. For PWRs,
the moderator serves this purpose, and is usually composed of water; in this way, the
neutrons lose the most energy per collision and quickly return to thermal energies
(E, ~ 0.025 eV). Fissions by thermal neutrons are asymmetric, in that a heavy
daughter nucleus (A - 140) and a light nucleus (A ~ 70) are emitted. A typical
reaction is
235U + n 94 Zr +1 Ce + 2n
Here the intermediate 3-decays have been omitted. On the left side of the reaction,
we have 92 protons and 144 neutrons; on the right side, we have 98 protons and 138
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Figure 2-5: Empirical energy spectrum of neutrons emitted in fission reactions, as-
suming that only 2 5 U fissions. The units are probability per unit energy.
neutrons. Thus we see that there is a deficit of 6 neutrons, which will each #-decay,
releasing 6 antineutrinos on average per fission[73]. 2 5 U has the highest fission cross
section and is naturally occurring; over the course of a reactor cycle, approximately
55% of the fissions come from this isotope[47]. 2 8U in contrast only accounts for
about 10% of the fissions, and only fissions at energies approaching 1 MeV. However,
plutonium, the other fissile isotope, is only produced from fissions of 2 8U via the
following chain reaction:
238U + n _239 U* i239 Np +239 Pu
2 39 Pu accounts for nearly a third of the fissions per cycle. 2 4 1Pu, which accounts for
approximately 7% of the fissions per cycle, is produced via
2 3 9 pU + n _240 Pu -- 241 Pu
These four isotopes are part of the uranium cycle, which is shown in Figure 2-6.
It is now clear that the fission rates of the four aforementioned isotopes are directly
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Figure 2-6: Radionuclides involved in the uranium cycle.
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correlated with the reactor thermal power: Ek fkEk = Pth, where the Ek are the en-
ergies released per fission. Thus the precision to which the thermal power is measured
is very important. For the Chooz reactors, EDF uses two methods to monitor the
power. The first method compares heat exchange between the primary and secondary
circuits. It is a very precise measurement, with an uncertainty of 0.46%[74], but is
only performed monthly. The second method measures the neutron flux directly via
ionization chambers, which happens far more frequently (sometimes by the minute),
but is less precise. In fact, the heat exchange method calibrates the neutron flux
measurements on a monthly basis.
2.3 Detector Design
We now discuss the design of the Double Chooz detectors, starting with its detection
principle, inverse #-decay, and its principal detector components: the inner target, the
gamma catcher, the buffer region, and inner and outer veto regions. An illustration
of the detector can be found in Figure 2-7.
2.3.1 Detecting Antineutrinos With Inverse 3 Decay
Reactor antineutrino experiments such as Double Chooz are possible due to the in-
verse # decay (IBD) reaction:
De ± p -- > n+ e+
The neutron produced has energies in the keV range, and so the threshold for this
reaction is given by:
(me ±Mn)2 - M2
E'i" =M + ~ P" 2M,
Here, A = M - M, = 1.293 MeV. The threshold is at 1.804 MeV. In the two-body
interaction where we assume that the nucleus is very massive, the outgoing positron
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Figure 2-7: Illustration of Double Chooz main detector components.
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is related to the antineutrino energy by the formula:
Ev = Ee + A
Thus knowledge of the positron energy leads us to knowledge of the antineutrino
energy, and therefore maximizing our detection efficiency of the positrons will dictate
the detector design.
Ignoring neutron recoil, and assuming only a Coulombic interaction between the
emitted 3 and the charged nucleus, the zeroth-order cross section for IBD is[75]:
o0(E) = 2h peE
mic7fnr e
Here, f is the neutron phase space factor and r is the neutron lifetime. The value
of r used for the Double Chooz experiment comes from the MAMBO-II ultra-cold
neutron storage experiment[76]: -r,, = 880.7 ± 1.3 ± 1.2 s. However, higher-order
corrections on the order of O(E/M), where M is the nucleon mass, can affect the
positron yield on the order of 1%[75]. Taking these corrections into account gives:
a-(E) = uo(E)(1 + orec(E) + 6wm(E) + orwi(E))
The term Jrec takes into account neutron recoil. At this point, the antineutrino energy
and the positron energy are no longer as simply related as shown above (setting
h = c = 1):
Ev v Ee + A + [Ee(Ee + A) + 2M _2
This formula assumes that the emitted positron is forward-peaked and ignores the
small angular dependence of the positron distribution. The 6 WM term adds effects
from weak magnetism, which arise from a difference in the neutron and proton mag-
netic moment. The 6 rad term takes radiative corrections up to O(a) into account.
These effects are noticeable; the weak magnetic effects decrease the cross section by
2% for 5 MeV positrons[75]. See also[67] for further discussion of these corrections
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and their implications for the antineutrino energy spectra.
2.3.2 The Target Volume
The target is a cylindrical volume composed of acrylic. It has a radius of 1.15 m and
a height of 2.46 m, and a thickness of 8 mm. The vessel contains 10 m3 of a liquid
scintillator mixture: 80% dodecane and 20% PXE. The wavelength-shifters PPO (7
g/L) and bis-MSB (20 mg/L) have been added to absorb and re-emit the scintillation
light into the sensitive region of the photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) that are used to
detect the light. 1 g/L of Gd is also added to the mixture to increase the neutron
detection efficiency.
The fate of the neutron and positron produced by IBD in the target can now be
discussed. The positron, carrying the majority of the incident antineutrino's energy,
will ionize the scintillator and eventually come to rest, capturing on an electron
and pair annihilating into 2 511-keV photons. These photons in turn cause further
scintillation light, which is captured by a set of 390 Hamamatsu PMTs. This event
happens immediately after the antineutrino interacts and is called the prompt event.
The visible energy Ei,8 can thus be defined as
Evis = Ee + me = Ev + me +
If there were no Gd present in the detector, the neutron could be absorbed by hydro-
gen in the scintillator, which produces a 2.2-MeV photon, which is also in the range of
radioactivity background (< 3 MeV). This capture on hydrogen takes approximately
180 ps to occur. However, the presence of Gd in the scintillator offers improvements
in both of these areas:
" Neutron capture on Gd causes a cascade of 3 photons (on average) to be emitted.
The sum of their energies is in the range of 6 to 9 MeV, well above background
radioactivity,
" The capture on Gd takes place in approximately 30 ps, allowing stricter cuts to
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improve the quality of candidate events, and reduced background contamination
in the candidate event sample.
The number of photoelectrons per energy deposited is approximately 215 PE/MeV.
We will discuss detector calibration in Chapter 6.
2.3.3 The Gamma Catcher
The gamma catcher is a cylindrical volume that surrounds the target region. Like the
target region, it contains liquid scintillator; unlike the target region, it contains no Gd.
Its role is to capture escaping gamma rays that leave the target volume. In this way,
the gamma catcher serves as an effective fiducial volume of the detector. It can also
be used to study the so-called "spill-in spill-out" effect. Since the neutrons produced
in IBD events can travel several cm before capture, we can imagine two possibilities
for neutrons created in IBD events near the target / gamma catcher boundary:
" The positron from the IBD event is captured in the target, but the neutron
reaches the gamma catcher. The ensuing gamma cascade does not register as a
candidate event because it does not pass the cascade energy cut of ~ 8 MeV.
This is called a spill-out event.
* Conversely, an IBD event could occur in the gamma catcher, but this time the
neutron travels inward towards the target and captures there. The gamma cas-
cade is detected and appears to be a candidate in coincidence with the positron
annihilation. This is called a spill-in event.
The vessel itself is 12 mm thick, has a volume of 22.6 m3 , and is made of the same
acrylic as the target region. The scintillator in the gamma catcher must be chemically
compatible with that of the surrounding buffer mineral oil. The light yield of the
target and gamma catcher have been designed to match. For these constraints, the
composition of the gamma catcher is 10% PXE, 30% mineral oil, and 60% dodecane.
It also contains PPO and bis-MSB for wavelength shifting.
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Figure 2-8: The buffer region with PMTs.
2.3.4 The Buffer Region
Surrounding the gamma catcher is the buffer region. This region contains only mineral
oil and is thus non-scintillating. It has a volume of 114 m3 and houses the 390 10-inch
Hamamatsu R7081 PMTs. The PMTs are arranged on the top, bottom, and radial
wall of the stainless steel region in such a way to have a uniform detector response.
The mineral oil is transparent to the photons that must travel from the inner regions
to the PMTs through the buffer oil. As mentioned, the mineral oil buffer is one of the
chief improvements over the CHOOZ experiment since the PMTs are shielded from
their own radioactivity. It also shields against ambient radiation from the surrounding
rock. An image of the buffer can be seen in Figure 2-8.
2.3.5 The Inner Veto
The 90 m3 inner veto (IV) surrounds the inner detector (target, gamma catcher, and
buffer) and is optically separated from it. Its purpose is to veto both muons and fast
neutrons that enter the detector. To accomplish this, it is filled with liquid scintillator
composed roughly half alkanes and half linear alkyl benzene (LAB), containing the
same PPO and bis-MSB wavelength shifters as the inner regions. The light in the
IV is collected by 78 8-inch PMTs. To increase light collection, the outer wall of the
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Figure 2-9: Schematic of Outer Veto.
buffer and the inner wall of the IV are covered with reflective foil and paint.
2.3.6 Outer Veto and Shielding
The outer veto (OV) is a muon-tracking system that is installed atop the detector.
In order to maximize its coverage area of 6.4 x 12.8 M2 , its size exceeds the inner de-
tector's cylindrical diameter of 6.5 m; see Figure 2-9. It consists of plastic scintillator
strips that are interlaced in the x- and y-di-ections. Additionally, the detector's large
area will allow tracking of muons that graze the detector and subsequently create
fast neutrons in the surrounding rock. To shield against radioactivity from the rock,
the detector is encased in 15 cm thick demagnetized stainless steel. This is another
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improvement over CHOOZ, which only used sand.
2.4 PMT Readout System
An overview of the PMT readout system is shown in Figure 2-10. When light is
produced in the inner detector's liquid scintillator, the wavelength shifter in the scin-
tillator shifts the emitted light into the optimal range for the PMTs. Upon reaching
the PMTs, the light is converted into an analog pulse. The PMT carries high voltage
and signal on one cable, and requires a splitter to separate the HV from the signal.
The signal then passes through NIM-based front-end electronics (FEE). Each PMT
maps to one channel in the FEE. The FEE amplifies and then sends the signal to a
waveform digitizer; this is the meaning of the "1:1" mapping in the figure. The FEE
also performs an analog sum of 8 PMT pulses. This sum is reshaped so that the pulse
height is proportional to the number of photoelectrons in 8 PMTs[8}.
In order to reduce the number of inputs to the trigger, the output pulses of 2
FEE boards are summed, making a sum of 16 pulses, which then passes to the trigger
boards. This applies to the inner detector PMTs; there are less inner veto PMTs
and so only about 3 to 6 PMTs from that region are connected to the FEE. The
Double Chooz FEE are custom-made to match the dynamic range of the two output
flash ADCs (FADCs): the pFADC for muons with a 125 MHz sampling rate and the
vFADC for neutrinos with a 500 MHz sampling rate.
2.5 The Double Chooz Trigger
The inner detector PMTs are partitioned into two trigger groups, A and B. They
are distributed uniformly throughout the inner detector, with a Group-A PMT sur-
rounded by Group-B PMTs and vice versa. Half of the PMTs belong to Group A and
the other to Group B. This grouping adds redundancy to the measurement since they
are observing the same volume [8]. Each group is then fed into its own trigger board;
the inner veto PMTs are fed into a veto board. If the summed signals going into
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Figure 2-10: Schematic of Double Chooz hardware systems from [8].
any of the boards exceeds a set energy threshold, the FADCs read out the detector.
Each trigger reads out 256 ns of both the inner detector and inner veto. The far
detector trigger rate is 120 Hz, which allows a low inner detector energy threshold
of 350 keV, well below the minimum positron energy[77]. This makes the detector
extremely efficient for positron detection.
The trigger board can discriminate between four classes of events: Very High
Energy, which are events over 50 MeV and are most likely muons; High Energy,
which are between 5 and 50 MeV and are fast neutron-like events; Low Energy events
between 0.5 and 5 MeV and are considered positron-like, and Very Low, which are
less than 0.5 MeV and used to monitor the low-energy trigger efficiency.
2.6 Calibration
The experiment requires that the relative detection efficiency be 0.5% between the
Near and Far Detectors, with an absolute efficiency of 1.5%[47]. Thus it is very im-
portant to understand the detector response and triggering efficiencies for the various
particles interacting within it. By introducing sources with known energies at known
locations, we can obtain energy and position calibration for the experiment. There
are two classes of calibration types:
* Intrinsic calibration sources. These include products from cosmic rays, such as
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Figure 2-11: Double Chooz software components.
Michel electrons, spallation neutrons, and 12 B, a 3-emitter.
Deliberately-introduced sources. This includes gamma, beta, and neutron sources.
They can be introduced into the detector via the radiopure "glovebox" above
the Outer Veto. The buffer and gamma catcher both have regions into which
the sources can be inserted, called the "buffer tube" and "guide tube". Sources
are lowered into these regions through a chimney in the target region. We also
employ light injection systems. These are LEDs attached to the buffer wall next
to certain PMTs. The LEDs pulses allow us to excite the liquid scintillator and
extract important properties, such as the speed of light or attenuation length.
2.7 The Double Chooz Software
The Double Chooz software suite is called DOGS (Double Chooz Offline Group Soft-
ware) and consists of a collection of software designed for storing, simulating, and
analyzing data for the experiment. The schema for the software stack is shown in
Figure 2-11. Each stage in the image covers the aspect of the detector that we wish
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to understand through simulations:
" Raw reactor data. EDF reports over 3000 variables for each reactor and stores
them in a private database called EXALT. As the database is updated, autho-
rized members of the Double Chooz Reactor Group can perform a retrieval.
EXALT stores information on Excel spreadsheets. These are transformed into
MySQL databases, and several QA checks are performed to ensure continuity
of the data. The Reactor Group then stores the contents on a private IN2P3
collaboration database. The collaboration database contains data at a granu-
larity of one minute and includes information such as the thermal power, the
boron concentration, and the positions of the control rods in the reactor.
" Reactor simulations. Double Chooz uses two reactor codes for simulations:
DRAGON[78] and MURE[79]. MURE, a Monte Carlo code based off of MCNP,
provides the reactor fission rates as a function of time. These fission rates are
crucial ingredients to compute the unoscillated antineutrino flux. DRAGON,
a deterministic lattice code, computes assembly-level fission rates much more
quickly than MURE and is used as a cross-check to the MURE simulations.
" IBD event generation. The DCRxtrTools package, which takes the place
of DCNuGen, reads fission rate information from the private collaboration
database and generates IBD neutron/positron pairs, including their energies,
momenta, and positions. It provides a connection between the reactor simula-
tions and the detector database.
" Scintillation light simulation. This is carried out by the DCGLG4sim pack-
age, which adapts the GLG4sim package[80]. GLG4sim, or "GenericLAND
Geant 4 simulation", was derived from the KamLAND experiment. The pack-
age takes IBD candidate events and simulates the light production in the liquid
scintillator. The output consists of photoelectrons produced by PMTs.
" Readout simulation. The RoSS (Read-out Simulation Software) package
simulations PMT output, and creates FADC and trigger output in the same
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format as real data.
* Event reconstruction and calibrations. The Common Trunk contains sev-
eral modules that perform pulse reconstruction and calibration, event recon-
struction, and quality control.
This thesis focuses on raw reactor data and reactor simulations.
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Chapter 3
Simulation of Nuclear Fission
Reactors with DRAGON
Lattice calculation theory is peculiar to the field of reactor physics in
the sense that most of the useful information is confidential and that the
codes themselves are commercial products.
-Alain Hebert, Applied Reactor Physics [81]
3.1 The Neutron Transport Equation and its De-
terministic Solution
We now turn to the neutron transport equation, the cornerstone of nuclear reactor
analysis. All reactor simulation codes, whether they are employed for safety and
criticality studies, production of weapons, or fundamental science, must in some way
solve this equation. Indeed, the proliferation of codes in industry and academia
reflects the myriad approximations and calculational schemes used in the solution of
the transport equation. This solution yields the neutron flux, which is a distribution
containing the most useful information about the behavior (i.e., location and velocity)
of the neutrons in the reactor. Understanding the neutron behavior in a reactor will of
course allow us to understand the fission processes that consume and produce them,
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which will ultimately inform us about rates of antineutrino production.
Due to the unavailability of high-speed computing, the first generation of simu-
lation codes were required to simplify the transport equation even further, treating
neutron transport as a diffusion process with Fick's law behavior, that is, to lin-
earize the neutron transport equation. That this model is inadequate is explained
by noting that while diffusion is characterized by rapid, short-ranged collisions, the
neutron-nuclear cross section is on the order of 1 barn, which implies that, compared
to diffusive interactions, collisions are much more rare, and the neutron mean free
path is 0(1 cm) [82]. This also happens to be the characteristic length of elements
in a reactor; a typical PWR fuel rod has a radius of about 4 mm. Also, near the
boundary of the reactor core or fuel assembly, or near a strongly-absorbing fuel rod,
the diffusion model requires significant, sometimes ad hoc, modification. Instead of
working from diffusion "up" to transport, we will follow Duderstadt and choose to
start from transport and work "down" to various valid approximations [82]. Indeed,
this method justifies the success of the previous generations of reactor codes in their
regimes of application, and this allows us to exploit those successes in increasing the
speed of our codes.
3.1.1 Derivation
The following derivation follows the developments from [81] and [82]. In the derivation
of the neutron transport equation, we only need to appeal to the conservation of
(neutron) mass passing through an arbitrary volume in the reactor. In what follows,
we will ignore neutron-neutron interactions. We will see that this leads to a linear
partial differential equation, as opposed to its more general nonlinear form. This will
greatly facilitate the solution. To begin, we take an arbitrary differential volume in
a 6-dimensional space (3 dimensions for position, 3 for velocity) and examine the
neutrons passing through it. Let n(F, V, Q, t) be the number density of the neutrons
pointing in direction Q (which is a unit vector), moving with speed V, at position
F, at time t. Thus n is a distribution with respect to all variables. We see that the
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number of neutrons at time t is given by
n(r-, V, Q, t)d2QdVd r (3.1)
We can express the number of neutrons passing through the surface of our differential
volume in a time At by
X1= J dS- Vn(F, V, Q, t)dVd 3 rAt = dS -n(r- V, Q, t)VdVd3 rAt (3.2)
Using Gauss's divergence theorem, we can rewrite the latter expression as
X1 = J d3 QV n(r, V, Q, t)dVd3 rAt (3.3)
We introduce the macroscopic cross section E as the product of the ordinary micro-
scopic cross section o- with the number density of the interacting material. Thus it
has the units of number per inverse meters. Now, if we would like to express the
number of collisions moving neutrons out of our phase space in At, we can write
X2 = JE (r, V)n(?, V7, , t)d2Qd 3 rdVd3 rAt (3.4)
Neutrons can move into our phase space volume in two ways: they can be scattered
into it, moving from original speed V' to speed V, or they can be created in the
volume by a fission process. We represent a general source density by Q, and so the
number of neutrons passing into the volume is given by:
X3= Q(F, V, Q, t)d 2 dVd rAt (3.5)
In general, we can express the rate of change of particles in the volume by
X = (n( V, Q6,t + 6t) - n(, F,, , t)) d2Qd3rdVd3r (3.6)
(V, £, t) Atd2 Qdsr (3.7)(9t
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This is true to first order in At. Finally, we can combine all of these sources and
sinks, appealing to the conservation of mass:
X = -X1 - X2+X3 (3.8)
Since we are integrating over the same arbitrary volume on both sides of an equation,
the integrands must be equal, so we can rewrite the above as
On(F V d t) -V - n(F, V, Q, t) - E(, V)n(F, V, d, t) + Q(F, V, Q, t) (3.9)at
Since Q is a unit vector, we see that V(QF(F)) = Q - VF(r), and we can rewrite the
X 1 in terms of a gradient on n.
an (r V, Q, t)
't + -Vn(F, V, Q, t) + E(r, V)n(F, V, d, t) = Q(F, V, Q, t) (3.10)
at
Now we formally introduce the neutron flux #(r, V, Q, t) n(F, V, Q, t)V and rewrite
the transport equation:
1 a4(r, V 0 t)1 ' ' +4)± - V4(F,Vt) + (, V)#(4i, Vj7,t) = Q(r,V,,t) (3.11)
V at
This is the neutron transport equation. In time-independent situations, the steady-
state equation becomes:
- V#(F, E, Q, t) ± E(F, E)#(- F, ,, t) = Q(F, E, Q, t) (3.12)
This occurs during the running of a stable, critical reactor. Here, we have rewritten
the speed V in terms of the neutron energy E. The solution to a partial differential
equation is not complete until we have specified the boundary conditions. Here we
briefly summarize a few classes of conditions. Let S be the outward normal to the
boundary of the system:
. Albedo condition: #incming(Q) = ##autgoing(Q'), with Q -S < 0. The factor #
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is referred to as the albedo. # = 1 corresponds to reflective conditions. The
simulations in this work employ reflective conditions because the fuel assemblies
under investigation are all surrounded by a water bath, which tends to reflect
outgoing neutrons back into the assembly.
" Specular reflection: Q - $= -Q' - S
" White condition: all particles striking the boundary are re-emitted back into
the volume with an isotropic angular distribution.
3.1.2 The Source Density
So far, we have not elaborated on the nature of the source density Q. We will confine
our attention here to the stationary (time-independent) case. Q can be decomposed
into two components:
Q(F, E, Q) = d2Q dE'E,(, E <-- E', Q - Q')<p(F, E', Q') + (3.13)J 0 47rKejf (313
Here we have introduced the notation E,(r, E +- E', Q - '), which represents the
macroscopic scattering cross section, which in turn depicts neutrons originally with
energy E' finally obtaining energy E. This quantity is in fact a double differential
cross section, but this notation makes the transition of the states more clear. A crucial
quantity in the stability of a reactor is Kejj, the effective multiplication factor. To
understand its importance, recall that we are examining the steady-state transport
equation. Thus, we must ensure that neutron leakage and source contributions are
continually balanced. We can then imagine that Keff serves the purpose to rescale
the fission source Qf to maintain stationary balance. At any particular equilibrium
state, this rescaling will be the ratio of the neutrons produced in the current state to
those produced in the previous state:
_ Neutrons produced in this state
Ke Neutrons produced in previous state
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It is clear that if the number of neutrons produced in the present state equals the
number of neutrons produced from the previous state, then Kef f = 1. This is the def-
inition of criticality. Likewise, a supercritical reactor has Keff > 1, and a subcritical
reactor has Keff < 1. During typical reactor operation, Keff begins slightly larger
than 1 and ends less than 1 by the end of the running cycle due to depletion of 2 3 5U.
We can further decompose the fission source term:
Qf (F, E) = x;(E) f dE'yEf,i (, E)#0(r, E') (3.15)
Here, y is the number of neutrons emitted per fission, and Ef,i is the fission cross
section of the ith fissile isotope. Finally, Xi(E) is a spectrum giving the probability
density in energy of neutrons emitted from fissions of the ith isotope. As for the
scattering term, we can perform a decomposition into spherical harmonics Yim in
terms of the direction Q. The full expression for the source term is thus:
L 211Q (, E, Q) = 2E + 1E,,, (r, E - E') R (m(Q)#im(F, E') (3.16)
0 =0 m=-l
1 0
4Keff X(E) dE'yEf,(f, E)#(f, E') (3.17)
Here, E,,, is the lth Legendre coefficient of the scattering cross section, #im(F, E) E
f d2 Yrm()#(F , Q), and #(F, E) -L f d2QYrm()#(F , Q). The utility of these
derivations is apparent if we substitute this form for Q into the neutron transport
equation. It thus becomes an eigenvalue problem, with Keff as eigenvalue and the
flux as eigenvector. Only the fundamental eigenvector is positive for all energies, and
so only its value for Keff has physical meaning. This eigenvalue method is employed
in DRAGON to solve for Keff. Also, since multiplying an eigenvector by any scalar
yields another eigenvector, the normalization constant is arbitrary. In DRAGON it
will be defined via power normalization, wherein the total thermal power output is
rescaled by the integral of the flux.
Despite the simplifications we have performed, it is extremely difficult to solve
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this equation with its attendant boundary conditions in closed-form except for the
simplest and artificial cases. Approaches to making the solution more tractable fall
broadly into two categories: Monte Carlo and deterministic schemes. The accuracy of
Monte Carlo methods is limited only by computing power and computing time, which
is simultaneously an advantage and disadvantage. Despite the more accurate solution
of the neutron flux with this method, the solutions can take considerably longer to
obtain. Monte Carlo codes, such as MCNP and TRIPOLI, have been industry stan-
dards for decades and as such are very useful in the validation of deterministic codes.
In this work, we will employ only DRAGON, a deterministic code due to its open-
source nature and high-speed results. We now turn to DRAGON's computational
strategy: the multigroup method.
3.1.3 Multigroup Discretization
The neutron flux only weakly depends on the azimuthal angle for thermal reactors
like PWRs. This is seen when considering that only the 1 = 0 and 1 = 1 spherical
harmonics are necessary to retain in such an expansion. However, for PWRs, the very
large spatial heterogeneity requires a very detailed spatial discretization for accurate
results. When we discuss the collision probability method below, we will see how
this process, called homogenization, can be accomplished. Nearly as important is the
energy discretization since the energies of neutrons in a reactor range from thermal
energies ( 10-3 eV) to nearly 10 MeV. Our simulations must be able to compute
reaction rates, such as fission rates, at arbitrary energies in this range.
The multigroup method consists of dividing this range into energy groups. Within
each group, the neutron energies are taken to be constant. This is the one-speed
approximation. These one-speed models are only valid far from abrupt changes in
media, such as that seen between fuel pellets and cladding. The general strategy in
this approximation is to ensure that, regardless of what type of averaging is performed
in the one-speed region, the more simply averaged, or "homogenized", reaction rates
are required to be equal to what would have been obtained had the more detailed
calculation been performed.
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The partition and averaging of the flux and cross section energies is sometimes
called condensation. For a typical PWR at the pin level, one can perform spatial
weighting by volume, and partition the energies into G groups, where G can be
anywhere from about 70 to over 400. Typically, after this first partitioning the simu-
lation code will perform another condensation into a much smaller number of groups:
G < 10. Another very important factor that must go into the condensation proce-
dure is assurance that low-energy resonances of crucial fissile isotopes are taken into
account. Examples of this are the 0.3 eV resonance of 2 9Pu and the 6.6 eV resonance
of 238U. The analysis of the number and width of these groups that is optimal for
reactor calculations is as much art as it is science. After the energy discretization, the
single transport equation is replaced with G coupled equations, which will be used in
the next section:
S- V4 (F , , t) + EgF, E4(F F, E , t) = Qg(, F, , t) (3.18)
Here g ranges from 1 to G.
3.1.4 Solution of the Transport Equation
Now that we have introduced the multigroup linearized transport equation, we must
describe the algorithms for its solution. There is a wide variety of options to effect
a solution. Some of the more popular methods include the collision probability[78]
method, solution via discrete ordinates, and the method of characteristics. The colli-
sion probability (CP) method has been employed in several industry-standard simula-
tion codes, including APOLLO2[83] and DRAGON[78]. A particularly useful feature
of DRAGON is its modular nature; it allows the user to effect a simulation while
only changing the solution algorithm. However, in this work only the CP method is
employed. Before we can discuss the CP method, we must first convert the transport
equation into a suitable form: the integral form.
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3.1.4.1 Characteristic and Integral Form of the Transport Equation
Let us examine the multigroup differential transport equation, ignoring the trans-
port correction. Physically, we can imagine that a neutron, born of source Qg, will
propagate through a medium characterized by the macroscopic cross section Eg with
a flux #g. This propagation has an exponential attenuation, as the probability of
neutron interaction depends very much on its medium. The attenuation is much like
that of photons in matter, hence the term "optical path." Since we have integrated
to infinity, this implies that we are in the lattice scenario, or "infinite domain" case.
This is the scenario in which all of our simulations will take place.
- Q(F, d) (3.19)
The differential operator in the first term in this equation is known as the stream-
ing operator. In order to perform the integration, we introduce the concept of the
characteristic, which is the fixed-direction trajectory of the neutron. The direction is
specified by solid angle Q. The advantage gained is similar to that of characteristic
curves in the general solution of partial differential equations: we can characterize
the path of the neutron by a single parameter s, so that at t = 0 if the neutron is
located at position r, it will be found at position F+ sQ at time t + s/V, where V is
the speed of the neutron. With this definition, we can recast the streaming operator
in terms of a differential on the characteristic:
d- = - V + 1 0 - V (3.20)
ds VO L
since the equation is time-independent. Thus, the characteristic form of the transport
equation can be written as
d
#09(F- s, Q) + Eg( - sQ)g(i- SQ, Q) = Qg(F- sd, d) (3.21)ds
Here we have replaced s by -s to obtain the so-called forward characteristic form.
This is analogous to the retarded solutions to the wave equation, which allow us to
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predict future positions of the neutron from previous positions. Now we are in a
position to integrate the transport equation. To this end, we introduce the optical
path for the gth energy group, rg(s):
r9(S) = / dxzg (F - Xd) (3.22)
From the general theory of first-order differential equations, we can use an integrating
factor, er9(s):
d+ [e_(S)#,(F - z, d)] = e-rT()Qg(F- Ad, d) (3.23)
Now we can integrate from 0 to oc and obtain finally:
#g(F, d) = j dse 79()Qg(F- SQ, Q) (3.24)
This is the integral form of the transport equation. We can now tackle the problem
of solving the integral equation via the CP method.
3.1.4.2 Solution via the Collision Probability Method
We have already discretized the transport equation in terms of energy to obtain the
multigroup equations. We now perform a spatial discretization within each energy
group. This partitioning, along with the assumption of a uniform flux within each
partition, will lead us to a solution method. We begin by integrating the gth flux
over the solid angles, and assuming that the neutron source is isotropic:
If 2Q 0 0
#g () = d2 0 dseT9(*)Qg(-F- sQ) (3.25)
Let Y= r- sQ. Then, d3X = X2 dxd2Q, and we can write:
f e-r9(s)Qg(Y)()= d 4irs2 (3.26)
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Let the region under consideration (i.e., a fuel cell) be divided into N subregions. We
would like to obtain subregion-averaged quantities of the cross section, so we now
multiply the above by the cross section and integrate over each subregion:
JdrEg(i?)Qg(r) = d3rEg(r) Qi,g Jd3xe4 2  (3.27)
Here we can see the influence of subregion j on the other regions in the lattice,
represented by the sum over i. We can now introduce some notation:
1 I
#b,g =- f d3 r#,b(r) (3.28)
Eig = darE (Fog (r-)) (3.29)
Pg,g = - fdx d3yg) e 2  (3.30)
Pi Vi i j S2
Here, s =|x - y1. With these, we can rewrite our cross section weighted flux as
ojgEgq 5 ,g = QjgvjP, (3.31)
The first two newly defined quantities are the flux and cross section in subregion j and
in energy group g. The third quantity is the collision probability, which is defined
as the probability for a neutron born in any subregion i to have its first collision
in subregion j. If we further assume that the cross sections are constant in each
subregion, then we may define the reduced collision probability as pij,g =Pig/E,g.
In the kernel of this solution, we can see that the optical path is symmetric with
respect to direction; that is, a neutron is just as likely propagate from i to j as it
is from j to i when born of an isotropic source. Thus the pijg satisfy the following
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reciprocity relation:
pij,gVi = pji,gVj (3.32)
Using this, we can finally arrive at the solution:
, =3 Qj,gpijg (3.33)
To calculate the CPs in practice, one creates a certain number of neutron trajectories.
These can be specified by assigning an integration line density to the calculation,
which defines the number of lines per centimeter. These trajectories, along with cross
section information about the traversed medium, are required to calculate the optical
path, and thus the CPs. Once the CPs are known, they can be combined with the
source information to obtain the flux as stated above.
3.2 The Lattice Code DRAGON
The DRAGON simulation code[78] is an open-source deterministic lattice reactor
lattice code. It was developed at Polytechnique Montr6al during the 1990s and is
a descendant of the WIMS-style simulation codes developed at Winfrith and Chalk
River National Laboratories[81]. In this section, we outline the features of lattice
codes that are relevant to fission rate predictions. A tutorial for DRAGON appears
in Appendix A.
3.2.1 Motivating Lattice Calculations
In general, the goal of a lattice code is to predict the neutron flux of a reactor ele-
ment, which for our purposes can be a fuel rod or a fuel assembly. The term "lattice"
comes from the fact that the code assumes that the element in question does not
differ drastically from its neighboring components. Thus, the element under study
can be assumed to form an infinite lattice of these elements. A simple calculation
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will motivate the utility of a lattice code [84]. Consider the general problem of com-
puting the neutron flux throughout a core. At the fuel rod level, to calculate isotopic
evolution properly requires that it be subdivided into about 10 radial regions.
In turn, a typical fuel assembly contains about 200 fuel rods, and a reactor core
contains about 200 fuel assemblies. In addition to this, we must divide the axial
dimension into slices; we choose 20 slices for the sake of illustration. This requires a
mesh of size ~ 8 x 106. The problem is further compounded by the energy of the flux
being divided into energy groups; the DRAGON results in this work use 172 groups,
for example. Finally, to compute the angular dependence of the flux, we must define
a binning of angles; we choose 20 for a rather low estimate. This increases the number
of unknowns that must be computed to about 1.6 billion for each evolution step. The
problem gets worse with only modest increases of any of the above parameters.
The lattice code strategy takes advantage of the fact that the mean free path
of neutrons in a reactor is 0(1) cm, and therefore, over the spatial extent of a fuel
assembly, a neutron is most likely going to be absorbed or scattered before reaching
the boundary. Thus, as far as a neutron is concerned, a fuel assembly is a 2D lattice,
and for neutrons at the boundary, we choose reflective boundary conditions. Since
fuel assemblies are often symmetric in their distribution of fuel rods, we can reduce
calculation further by only simulating a fraction of the element. Typically, the results
from a lattice are used as inputs to a finite reactor code that explicitly models the
core, using reduced assembly-averaged simulations as inputs. However, it is a central
point of this work that, with supplementary reactor data (see Chapter 5), the lattice
stage can suffice for reactor antineutrino experiments. Thus, we do not speak of true
finite-core calculations further.
3.2.2 Relevant Features of DRAGON for Reactor Antineu-
trino Experiments
DRAGON, like all current-generation lattice codes, can accept nuclear cross section
data from a variety of inputs, including any ENDF/VI-formatted libraries. In this
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Figure 3-1: Illustration of self-shielding effects. Image from [9].
way, the code serves as a link between nuclear physics (evaluated cross section mea-
surements) and nuclear engineering (reactor criticality and sensitivity studies)[81].
In order to compute the neutron flux and Keff in the reactor element, DRAGON
offers self-shielding and leakage corrections. Self-shielding occurs when the fuel itself
absorbs moderated neutrons with resonance energies (see Figure 3-1) [82]. This causes
a depression in the neutron flux which must be corrected. See Appendix A for an
illustration of this correction in DRAGON version 3; see [81] for the USS: module in
DRAGON version 4.
In addition to self-shielding corrections, we can introduce a leakage correction to
the flux as well. Finally, evolving the fuel in time is of crucial importance, espe-
cially for extraction of the fission rates. This is carried out by solving the Bateman
equations[81, 82], a series of coupled first-order linear differential equations that gov-
ern the evolution of the isotopic concentrations in time:
dN -N(t) x j o a(E)#(E, t) dE (3.34)
dt 0
Here, oa(E) is the absorption cross section, which includes fission reactions, and # is
the neutron flux. Thus we see the direct importance of the neutron flux in computing
the evolution of the fuel.
Having motivated the use of the DRAGON code, we now move to its validation:
The Takahama benchmark.
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Chapter 4
Simulation of Reactors for
Anti-neutrino Experiments Using
DRAGON and MURE
Having discussed several details pertinent to reactor modeling, the DRAGON simu-
lation code in particular, we now turn to the validation of DRAGON against actual
data. DRAGON has been benchmarked in a variety of scenarios[78], but as will be
evident below, reactor simulations often contain a bevy of assumptions, written and
unwritten. Thus, it is to our advantage to perform our own simulations and make
the details as transparent as possible.
We now discuss the Takahama-3 benchmark[85], which will allow us to predict
the fuel inventory in a high-burnup reactor. We produce our paper here, which was
accepted into Physical Review D.
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Rising interest in nuclear reactors as a source of antineutrinos for experiments motivates validated,
fast, and accessible simulations to predict reactor fission rates. Here we present results from the
DRAGON and MURE simulation codes and compare them to other industry standards for reactor
core modeling. We use published data from the Takahama-3 reactor to evaluate the quality of these
simulations against the independently measured fuel isotopic composition. The propagation of the
uncertainty in the reactor operating parameters to the resulting antineutrino flux predictions is also
discussed.
PACS numbers: 14.60.Lm,14.60.Pq, 28.41.Ak, 28.50.Hw
As new high-power reactors come online, opportuni-
ties for reactor-based antineutrino experiments are ris-
ing. Three experiments searching for the last unknown
neutrino oscillation parameter, 013 [1], have released re-
sults [2-7]. New short-baseline reactor oscillation exper-
iments [8] are motivated by the "reactor antineutrino
anomaly", a recent analysis with results that are con-
sistent with neutrino oscillations at Am 2 ~ 1 eV 2 [9].
Searches for neutrino-nucleus coherent scattering [10] and
studies of antineutrino-electron scattering [11] using re-
actor sources are also underway. Precise measurements
of antineutrino rates may also permit a real-time, non-
intrusive assay of the entire reactor core for nonprolifer-
ation applications [12, 13].
In the reactor core, neutron-rich fission products 3-
decay creating antineutrinos. The prediction of the an-
tineutrino flux proceeds in two steps. First, the fission
rates of the primary fissile isotopes are calculated. Then,
this output is convolved with the antineutrino spectrum,
the sum of the spectra from the 3-decay of each isotope's
fission products. The antineutrino spectral predictions
have recently been updated to include more detailed in-
formation on the daughter 3-decay isotopes and higher-
order corrections to the 3 energy spectrum [14, 15]. In
this paper, we focus on understanding the systematic un-
certainties involved in the first step, the fission rate sim-
ulations. We introduce two codes: DRAGON [16], a fast
2D parameterized simulation, and MURE (MCNP Util-
ity for Reactor Evolution) [17, 18] a 3D Monte Carlo sim-
ulation. While neutrino experiments require fission rate
predictions, reactor core simulations in industry focus on
other quantities. In particular, the DRAGON code was
modified by the authors to produce fission rates, whereas
MURE already possessed this ability. DRAGON and
MURE are used in the recent Double Chooz result [5],
and DRAGON is used by the Daya Bay experiment [6].
In this work, we compare our DRAGON and MURE
simulations to the Takahama-3 benchmark. This bench-
mark allows a comparison of absolute predictions of fis-
sile material production to measurements from destruc-
tive assays of fuel rods from the Takahama-3 reactor in
Japan [19]. The Takahama-3 benchmark is the most com-
plete and therefore most common data set to benchmark
codes against, though other data sets exist [20]. By fo-
cussing on this benchmark, we compare our results to
those from proprietary reactor simulations used by in-
dustry, and demonstrate the quality of our predictions.
This is an important step towards demonstrating that
the predicted antineutrino fluxes are accurate.
I. OVERVIEW OF FISSIILE ISOTOPE
PRODUCTION
Oscillation experiments detect antineutrinos via the
signal: Pe+p -- e++n, which has a threshold at 1.8 MeV.
Reactors produce antineutrinos above this threshold pri-
marily through the decay chains of four isotopes: 23 5U,
238u, 23 9 Pu and 24 'Pu. However, we point out that
both DRAGON and MURE are capable of simulating
the full complement of fission products produced during
the evolution of a reactor core. These include, but are not
limited to, the long-lived isotopes: 2 38 pu, 2 4 0 PU 24 2 PU,
23 7 Np, 23 9 Np, 24 1 Am, 24 2 Am, 2 42 Cm and 2 4 3 Cm as well
as the relatively short-lived uranium isotope 236 U.
The total fission rate of the four isotopes 235U, 238U,
23 9 Pu and 24 1Pu is directly correlated with the total ther-
mal power of the reactor. The exact fuel inventory has lit-
tle effect on the total thermal power because the energies
released per fission are very similar, 202.8 MeV per fis-
sion for 235U to 211.0 MeV per fission for 241Pu [21]. The
antineutrino spectra per fission from these isotopes are
significantly different. Consequently, the detected spec-
trum of antineutrinos is affected by the fuel inventory.
Most high-power reactors, including Takahama and
the two Chooz reactors, are pressurized water reactors
(PWRs). A PWR core is composed of approximately 200
assemblies, each assembly consisting of several hundred
fuel rods. Fresh fuel rods are typically composed of UO 2-
All simulations, including DRAGON and MURE, require
2a specification of the initial fuel compositions and the ar-
rangement of the fuel rods within the assembly. Each
assembly may also contain some number of instrumenta-
tion and control rods for monitoring and controlling the
conditions within the assembly. The details of the assem-
bly geometry are integral to a particular reactor design,
and therefore are often characterized by the reactor man-
ufacturer, for instance Westinghouse or Areva.
PWR fuel rods are constructed of cylindrical fuel pel-
lets approximately 1 cm in diameter and 1 cm in length.
Pellets are then stacked in the fuel rods. The structure
of the rod is formed by the Zircaloy cladding. Zircaloy,
chosen for its high melting point and transparency to
neutrons, is composed of zirconium and trace amounts of
chromium and tin. A fresh U0 2 pellet in a PWR typi-
cally consists of uranium enriched to between 2.5% to 4%
235 U by weight. Specifying the fuel density is important
to the simulation as it sets the total amount of fuel in the
volume fixed by the cladding dimensions. The density of
U0 2 is 10.96 g/cm
3 at 273 K. Simulations often use an
effective fuel density which accounts for the gross details
of the fuel pellet packing and geometry. This effective
density is called the pellet stack density. The default
value for this quantity is "95% theoretical density", and
values from 9.98 g/cm3 to 10.7 g/cm 3 are typical [22].
Because the geometry of the rod is fixed, the pellet stack
density determines the total amount of fuel.
Most PWRs burn a mixture of fresh fuel assemblies and
assemblies that have been through one or two fuel cycles,
where a fuel cycle typically lasts about one year. The
assemblies, at varying stages of evolution, are arranged
to produce a precise power distribution across the core.
Re-burning the assemblies maximizes the energy that is
extracted from the fuel.
The assembly from the Takahama core that was used
in the benchmark began as a fresh assembly and pro-
ceeded through three fuel cycles. This long irradiation
makes this benchmark ideal for studying cumulative sys-
tematic effects. Systematic uncertainties come from three
sources: uncertainties in the reactor data, theoretical un-
certainties in the nuclear cross sections, and numerical
approximations and methods used by the different codes.
Among the inputs from the reactor data, we focus on the
moderator temperature and fuel density of the rod, and
reactor core properties such as the power and moderator
boron content.
I. THE TAKAHAMA BENCHMARK
The Takahama-3 reactor is a PWR that operates with
157 fuel assemblies producing a total thermal power of
2652 MW. The assemblies have a 17x17 design, mean-
ing there are 17x 17 locations for rods. Diagrams of the
Takahama core and of an assembly are shown in Fig. 1.
The benchmark began with assemblies loaded with fresh
U0 2 fuel rods with an initial enrichment of 4.11% 
2 3 5 U
by weight, with the remainder being 238U with traces
TABLE I: Position of samples within the SF97 rod and the
corresponding moderator temperature and burnup for that
sample. Measurements are in mm from the top of the rod.
The bottom of the rod is at 3863 mm. The moderator tem-
peratures are those for a theoretical light water reactor [19].
Sample Position Mod. Temp. Burnup
[mm] [K] [GW-days/ton]
1 163 593.1 17.69
2 350 592.8 30.73
3 627 591.5 42.16
4 1839 575.8 47.03
5 2926 559.1 47.25
6 3556 554.2 40.79
of 23 4 U. Each assembly features 16 gadolinium-bearing
(Gd 2O 3) fuel rods containing 2.6% 235U and 6% gadolin-
ium by weight. The original publication shows 14 Gd
rods [19]; however, this number was updated to 16 in
later publications [23-251.
Samples were taken from three fuel rods. Each sample
was a 0.5 mm-thick disk. Each sample was dissolved, and
chemical separation was performed to isolate the isotopes
of interest. Isotopic dilution mass spectroscopy was used
to determine uranium and plutonium inventories; differ-
ent mass spectroscopy and alpha and gamma counting
techniques were used to determine isotopic concentra-
tions of the other elements. For the most relevant iso-
topes, namely 2 3 5 U, 2 3 8 U, 2 3 9Pu, and 2 4 1 Pu, the uncer-
tainty associated with the determination of the isotopic
mass fractions is <0.1% for uranium isotopes and <0.3%
for plutonium isotopes [19].
The three fuel rods came from two different assemblies.
From the first assembly, labeled NT3G23, a normal ura-
nium dioxide fuel rod (SF95) and a gadolinium-bearing
fuel rod (SF96) were studied after two cycles. From the
second assembly, labeled NT3G24, a normal uranium
dioxide fuel rod (SF97) was studied after three cycles.
We concentrate on SF97 because it has the longest ir-
radiation time and therefore any cumulative systematic
effects will be maximized. The rod was present in three
consecutive fuel cycles of 385, 402, and 406 days with 88
days and 62 days of cool-down time between cycles. The
location of SF97 within fuel assembly NT3G24 is shown
in Fig. 1 as is the location of fuel assembly NT3G24 in
the three fuel cycles 5, 6, and 7. Samples were taken from
SF97 at the six locations indicated in Table I. Sample
SF97-1 was located only 163 mm from the top of the rod,
making the correct modeling of neutron leakage difficult.
The construction of the SF97 rod simulation starts
with a geometric description of the fuel assembly and the
initial isotopic inventory of the fuel pellets. The primary
inputs used in the simulations are found in Table II. The
power history for each sample was determined via the
148Nd method [19, 26]. This technique provides a de-
tailed power history in time and along the length of the
rod. The integrated exposure, or burnup, from this tech-
Fuel Assembly
I
Fuel Rod
SF97
FIG. 1: Cross section of the Takahama reactor core with 157
fuel assemblies (left) and cross section of the fuel assembly
(right). The location of the fuel assembly under study in fuel
cycles 5, 6, 7 is indicated. In the fuel assembly, the position
of the fuel rod referred to as 'SF97' is shown in black, U0 2-
Gd 2 0 3 rods are shown in blue, and instrumentation rods are
shown in orange.
TABLE II: Takahama assembly parameters used as primary
inputs to the DRAGON and MURE simulations.
Parameter
Moderator Density
Moderator Temperature
Cladding Temperature
Fuel Temperature
Fuel Density
Fuel Cell Mesh
Fuel Rod Radius
Fuel Cladding Radius
Guide Tube Inner Radius
Guide Tube Outer Radius
Mean Boron Concentration
Value
0.72 g/cm
600.0 K
600.0 K
900.0 K
10.07 g/cm 3
1.265 cm
0.4025 cm
0.475 cm
0.573 cm
0.613 cm
630.0 ppm
nique is summarized in Table I. We use a mean boron
concentration of 630 ppm per cycle [19]. This is the stan-
dard value used by the other simulations considered in
Sec. III. For the pellet stack density we use 10.07 g/cm3,
91% of the theoretical density, as suggested by Ref. [27].
This is lower than the standard 95% of 10.96 g/cm3, but
is reasonable since the original paper Ref. [19] does not
specify the exact value.
III. COMPARISON OF REACTOR CORE
SIMULATION CODES
Most deterministic codes, including DRAGON, sim-
ulate assemblies via a lattice calculation. In a lattice
calculation, one chooses a component, which is typically
Reactor Core
either a fuel rod or a fuel assembly. The lattice compo-
nent is assumed to give rise to a typical neutron flux, and
therefore all surrounding components are identical, cre-
ating a lattice of these units. A Monte Carlo code, like
MURE, simulates the neutron flux by actually generating
and tracking neutrons.
Simulations are characterized by the number of dimen-
sions used in the neutron transport equation they solve.
Thus, codes can be 1D, 2D (like DRAGON) or 3D (like
MURE). A ID simulation models the assembly with an
effective lattice component rather than taking into ac-
count the actual shape. A 2D simulation models a het-
erogeneous assembly, taking into account the cross sec-
tional arrangement of the fuel cells as is illustrated in
Fig. 1.
The codes used for comparison in this study are
SCALE 4.4a [28], SCALE 5 [22], ORIGEN 2.1 [29],
MONTEBURNS [30], and HELIOS [28]. SCALE 4.4a
is a 1D code with a detailed model of the water/fuel ge-
ometry. It contains a separate module, SAS2H, for per-
forming the fuel depletion calculations. SCALE 5 uses
the 2D neutron transport model TRITON and the fuel
depletion model NEWT. Its validation is described else-
where [28, 31]. ORIGEN 2.1 is a fuel depletion code that
models the buildup and decay of radioactive materials.
As such, it does not model the neutron flux nor does
it take the assembly geometry into account. MONTE-
BURNS, like MURE, is a Monte Carlo code that uses
MCNP-based transport. It connects the transport abili-
ties of MCNP with the depletion code ORIGEN 2.1. HE-
LIOS version 1.6, like DRAGON, performs lattice calcu-
lations in a 2D plane and has a parameterized treatment
of neutron transport.
Many cross section libraries are available, including
ENDF/B-VI [32] and JENDL 3.2 [33], and there is no
consensus on the best choice. The codes listed above use
the following cross section databases as inputs: SCALE
4.4a and SCALE 5 use an ENDF/B-V library [34]. ORI-
GEN 2.1 uses JENDL 3.2, and MONTEBURNS and HE-
LIOS 1.6 uses ENDF/B-VI-based libraries. We discuss
systematic uncertainties in final isotopic abundance due
to the choice of cross section libraries in Sec. V.
IV. COMPARISON OF SAMPLE SF97
SIMULATION RESULTS
The DRAGON simulation for rod SF97 proceeded as
follows. The simulation inputs were separated into two
components: time-independent, such as the initial fuel
loading and the pellet radii, and time-dependent, such as
the power and irradiation period. The boron concentra-
tion was kept fixed at a non-burnable value of 630 ppm,
the fuel temperature was kept at 900 K, and the moder-
ator temperature was fixed at 600 K for all samples. The
input nuclear cross sections used in this simulation were
ENDF/B-VI with a WIMS-style [35] transport correc-
tion, which accounts for the anisotropy in the scattering
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FIG. 2: Comparison of the ratio of calculated to measured mass inventories for SF97 for three isotopes important to antineutrino
experiments: 23 5 U, 23 9 Pu and 24 1Pu. DRAGON results are in green, and the MURE results are in blue. Results from other
published codes are overlaid for comparison. A linear interpolation between the six samples is used.
cross section in the laboratory frame. The effect on the
comparison to data is less than 1.5% for all isotopes. A
correction for molecular effects is included. Results using
JENDL 3.2 [33] cross section libraries are also shown.
The simulation reads in the power in time steps pro-
vided in Ref. [19]. The status of the simulation for each
step is saved and used as the input to the next step.
Only the final step of the simulation can be compared
against the destructive assay data. However, we can use
the results of all intermediate evolution steps to evaluate
systematic effects in the fission rate studies as presented
below.
By exploiting the symmetry of the assembly, we can
model an 1/8 segment and save computation time. In
each step, the neutron flux in the segment is evolved us-
ing the collision probability method with self-shielding
corrections [16]. After the flux is computed, the fuel de-
pletion module evolves the isotopic composition of the
fuel by solving the Bateman equations using a Runge-
Kutta method. The calculation for the full three fuel
cycle evolution takes 27.5 hours on a 2.8-GHz processor.
At this time, the DRAGON simulation has not been par-
allelized.
The MURE simulation proceeds similarly. Instead of
an 1/8 segment, the full assembly is simulated in 3 dimen-
sions with specular boundary conditions on all surfaces of
the assembly. The height of the assembly was taken to be
1 cm and a different simulation was run for each sample.
This effective 2D model is used to allow a comparison be-
tween deterministic versus Monte Carlo approaches. The
MURE simulation starts with the generation of 10 5 neu-
trons. Using MCNP, these neutrons are tracked from the
parent fission process until they are absorbed. This cycle
of neutron generation and tracking is repeated 1900 times
to ensure an equilibrium state is reached. At this point,
an additional 100 cycles using 106 neutrons are used to
calculate the parameters of interest for this time step.
The fuel evolution is then calculated by solving the Bate-
man equations using a Runge-Kutta method. The input
nuclear cross sections are once again ENDF/B-VI with
molecular effects. Simulations with JENDL 3.2 [33] are
shown for comparison. Though MURE can use continu-
ous cross sections, a multi-group treatment is used to in-
crease the speed of these simulations. It uses 179,000 neu-
tron groups (in comparison to DRAGON's 172 groups).
The effect of the multi-group treatment compared to run-
ning with continuous cross sections is negligible. For the
sensitivity studies in Section V, the number of neutrons
is reduced to 104 and results are averaged over the as-
sembly. The reduction in simulated neutrons increases
speed, and the full three cycle evolution takes 9 hours
using 10 2.5-GHz processors.
When the MURE and DRAGON simulations are com-
plete, the results for rod SF97 are extracted. Fig. 2 shows
the ratio of calculated to experimentally-measured mass
inventories. The results for 238U are not shown since its
mass does not deplete by more than 0.1%. This is of
the same order as the uncertainty in the mass inventory,
and therefore does not yield a useful comparison. For
the other isotopes, the DRAGON and MURE results are
consistent with the data along the rod. However, there is
a large deviation in SF97-1, located near the top edge of
the fuel rod, which arises from approximations of neutron
leakage in the axial dimension. This effect is observed in
results from all the codes. The number of fissions from
SF97-1 is only a third of those that we see from the other
five samples.
Neglecting SF97-1, we calculate the average deviation
over the rod by taking the average of the samples. For
23U, the codes range from -2.2% to 4.5% with MURE
at 2.1% and DRAGON at 4.3%. Even neglecting sample
1, deviations for 2 39Pu range from MURE at -5.1% up to
6.5% for ORIGEN, while DRAGON has a deviation of
-1.3%. Finally, for 241 Pu the codes range from -4.6% up
to 3.4% with MURE and DRAGON at -4.6% and -4.4%
respectively.
Since a principal aim of this work is the prediction of
quantities useful to reactor antineutrino experiments, we
have ensured that the simulation inputs are identical be-
tween DRAGON and MURE. The libraries used by the
Monte Carlo codes only contained moderator cross sec-
tion information evaluated at 600 K. Thus, in order to
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5TABLE III: Study of the systematic effect of varying the ther-
mal power, fuel density, moderator temperature and boron
concentration on the mass inventory for SF97-4. The ratios
of the varied simulation to the nominal simulation are shown.
MURE results use the average over the full assembly.
bU 29Pu 24Pu
MURE DRAGON MURE DRAGON MURE DRAGON
Thermal Power
+3% 0.940 0.944 0.999 1.001 1.020 1.021
-3% 1.063 1.059 1.001 0.999 0.981 0.978
Fuel Density
+1.5% 0.992 0.991 0.988 0.989 0.1990 0.992
-1.5% 1.007 1.009 1.008 1.013 1.007 1.011
Moderator Temperature
+100K 1.025 1.024 0.938 0.940 1.000 1.002
-100K 0.969 0.973 1.073 1.069 0.994 0.996
Boron Concentration
+10% 1.005 1.006 1.006 1.007 1.005 1.006
-10% 0.995 0.995 0.992 0.993 0.993 0.994
maintain identical inputs between our simulations, the
DRAGON simulation used a moderator temperature of
600 K as well for all six samples. In fact, the moderator
temperature varies along the rod as shown in Table I.
The SCALE simulations used the more detailed modera-
tor temperature and calculated the corresponding mod-
erator density change [26]. This may explain the better
performance of this code.
V. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
The primary systematic uncertainties in describing a
reactor core for simulating fission rates were identified
in Ref. [36]. We have reconfirmed that these are the
major uncertainties in describing the core and present
specifies for the Takahama benchmark. Beyond this, we
present a systematic study of the effect of cross section
uncertainties on the result.
The most significant uncertainties related to the reac-
tor core description arise from the thermal power and the
temperature of the moderator. The density of the fuel
and the mean boron loading are secondary effects. The
uncertainty in the specific thermal power is taken to be
3%, the uncertainty of the "'8Nd method [37]. Usually,
simulations are given individual assembly power densities
and the full core thermal power. The uncertainty for the
thermal power for the core is typically <2% [36]. Though
the '4 8Nd method has a larger uncertainty, it allows for
a more detailed study of the response along the rod and
is the only power information available for the bench-
mark. The variation of moderator temperature along
rod SF97 is approximately 50 K [19]. However, the con-
tinuous cross section libraries only contained evaluated
data at 500 K and 700 K, and so we performed a ±100
K variation for the moderator with both codes. MURE
used ENDF/B-VII [38] libraries that included molecu-
lar effects to improve the water model in this study and
ENDF/B-VI for the other nuclei. The density of the
moderator was kept constant.
We have chosen to vary the fuel density by 1.5% [39].
Both DRAGON and MURE contain parameters that can
explicitly vary the fuel density. However, a simple varia-
tion of this density parameter changes the total amount
of fuel. Since we seek to compare our results against an
empirical determination of the inventory, we have instead
elected to vary the fuel density and fuel rod radius simul-
taneously, while keeping the initial mass of uranium con-
stant. The boron variation used for the study is 10% [19].
In Table III, the results are summarized for sample
SF97-4. MURE ran with smaller statistics and averaged
over the all of the rods of the assembly. Power variation
is particularly important to the uncertainty on 235 U. This
follows from the fact that 235U is the primary reactor fuel
and drives the thermal power. Since 39Pu and 24'Pu
are the products of neutron reactions on 238U, they are
more sensitive to changes in temperature. Increasing the
amount of boron in the moderator will prohibit thermal
fissions. The 10% variation in the mean boron concen-
tration leads to a small effect, less than 0.5%.
Fig. 3 shows the effect of varying the above inputs
within the systematic errors on the prediction for the
SF97 data. The variations are overlaid, with the small-
est effects shown on top of larger variations. In the case
of 2 3 5U, the variations contain both the measured mass
inventory and the spread in other codes. For 239Pu, the
larger 100 K variation in temperature would include both
measurements and the results of the other codes. In ad-
dition, the total mass of uranium can be increased by
4% by increasing the pellet stack density, improving the
agreement for both plutonium isotopes.
To examine the effect of moderator temperature on
our benchmark results, we held the moderator density
fixed. The effect is large for 2 9Pu because changing the
moderator temperature affects the neutron capture cross
section of 2 3 8U, which drives the production of 23 9 Pu. In
contrast, 235 U is the primary source of fissions, and so it
is more sensitive to a power variation. We find that for
2 35 U, the uncertainty always grows. For power variations,
we see the uncertainty in the plutonium isotopes reduces
along the rod axis. We note that in the cases where the
systematic uncertainties are large, the masses are smaller
and therefore the average effect is small.
We have also examined uncertainties arising from the
fission and capture cross section inputs. As mentioned
in Sec. III, there is no consensus on the best choice of li-
brary. However, we note that all libraries are evaluating
the cross sections based on the same data sets, and so
are highly correlated. In Fig. 3, we compare the nominal
ENDF/B-VI [32] to JENDL 3.2 [33]. The difference be-
tween cross section libraries is most important for 235U,
causing a 1.1% change in sample SF97-4 for MURE and
a 3.0% effect for DRAGON. For 23 9 Pu, DRAGON shows
a 0.1% effect while MURE sees a 0.7% effect. Finally, for
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FIG. 3: Sensitivity of the Takahama benchmark predictions for SF97 to four uncertainties on the fuel rod design and operation.
The uncertainties are overlaid. MURE results use the average over the full assembly. The sensitivity is plotted as a function of
sample number, which can be a proxy for both the axial position along the rod as well as the burnup reached in that sample.
24 1Pu, MURE and DRAGON see a 0.6% and 1.2% effect
respectively.
MURE can easily modify the energy released per fis-
sion which is used to tie the fission rate to the thermal
power measurement. In DRAGON, this is more difficult
as it is integrated into the calculation with a particular
cross-section library. To understand the effect of these
values, MURE was run with energies per fission as cal-
culated by DRAGON, and found this to be a 1% effect
for SF97-4.
VI. CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN MASS
INVENTORY AND FISSION RATES
This paper has used comparisons of the DRAGON
and MURE predictions of mass inventories to the Taka-
hama data to demonstrate the quality of the simulations.
However, neutrino experimenters are interested in fission
rates rather than mass inventories. In the upper por-
tion of Fig. 4, we show the instantaneous fission rates as
a function of burnup for the assembly containing SF97.
This simulation used the inputs for SF97-4 through the
three fuel cycles. For a given fuel assembly, the fissions
of 2 5U dominate the antineutrino production until the
beginning of the third fuel cycle, when the 239Pu con-
tributes equally. This occurs at a burnup of -35 GW-
days / ton. The fissions from 238U and 24 1Pu contribute
approximately 10% of the flux until the end of the third
fuel cycle when they reach parity with those from 235U.
The difference in instantaneous fission rates between
MURE and DRAGON is on average 2.6% for 235U, 2.9%
for 238 U, 4.9% for 239Pu and 9.5% for 24Pu. The differ-
ences are largest during the first fuel cycle. Since great
care was taken to use the same inputs, this can be used
as a systematic uncertainty between Monte Carlo based
codes like MURE and deterministic codes like DRAGON.
We note that with some tuning of the inputs and evolu-
tion step size, some reductions in this uncertainty are
possible.
Fundamentally, the Takahama benchmark is a test of
a code's ability to simulate a fuel assembly. There is in-
sufficient information about the fuel inventory and power
distribution over the full core to make statements about
systematic uncertainties across it. In general, fuel assem-
blies at the edge of the core have fission rates that are
~50% less than those at the center due to power varia-
tion across the core, and variations of ~10% are expected
between neighboring assemblies due to fuel inventory dif-
ferences. If given this more detailed information, a full-
core simulation can be constructed, as was done for [5]
and will be discussed in future work by the authors [40].
It is also difficult to make statements about fuel rods
other than SF97. The power input as a function of z
comes from the 148Nd method, and we have this infor-
mation for only rod SF97. By construction, all rods in
the assembly have the same power distribution, and the
assembly-averaged integrated number of fissions is the
same as those from rod SF97. Since burnup is a proxy
for the number of fissions, the distribution of fissions in
must also agree with the provided burnup values for the
samples [19]. We see in Table IV that the results of the
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7TABLE IV: The assembly-averaged total integrated number
of fissions from DRAGON and the integrated burnup over the
three fuel cycles from [19] as a function of z and normalized
to sample SF97-4. The final column shows the axial neutron
flux along the z-axis, also normalized to SF97-4.
Sample z Fissions Burnup sin(rz/H)
[cm] [%] t%] 1%]
1 16.3 38.4 37.6 12.78
2 35.0 66.0 65.3 27.17
3 62.7 89.9 89.6 47.35
4 183.9 100.0 100.0 100.00
5 292.6 100.5 100.5 76.79
6 355.6 87.0 86.7 36.86
simulation are consistent with the integrated burnup.
For the individual fuel rod SF97, we can make state-
ments about the integrated number of fissions as a func-
tion of z. The axial component of the fission rate F is
proportional to the axial component of the neutron flux.
For an ideal cylindrical reactor, this axial component can
be described analytically: F oc sin Z' [41] where z = 0 is
defined as the top of the core and H = 403 cm is the to-
tal height of the core. The assembly-averaged integrated
number of fission from DRAGON, f F(t) dt, is compared
to the analytical calculation in Table IV. The results
across the rod are more flat for the simulation than for
the analytic calculation. The contribution of SF97-1 to
the total integrated number of fissions is less than half of
the contribution from SF97-4, thus the larger uncertain-
ties on this sample are mitigated by its lower contribution
to the total antineutrino flux.
The correlation between the instantaneous fission rates
and the mass inventories is what permits us to use the
measured mass inventories to evaluate the performance
of these codes. The mass inventories and the instanta-
neous fission rates maintain a linear correlation to first
order over the three fuel cycles. This is shown in the
middle part of Fig. 4. It is this relationship that allows
antineutrino detectors to monitor the mass inventories
in reactors for non-proliferation applications. To under-
stand the systematic uncertainties in the fission rates, we
vary the input parameters as was done in Section V for
the mass inventories. The results of this study at the
end of three fuel cycles are summarized in Table V, and,
as with the mass variation studies, the major systematic
uncertainty is the thermal power.
The systematic uncertainties are not constant as a
function of burnup, as shown in the bottom part of Fig. 4.
This effect is also seen in the mass studies when compar-
ing the samples with different burnup values. During
the first fuel cycle, the moderator temperature variation
is the largest systematic uncertainty for the plutonium
isotopes, but it is not a comparable effect for 2 35 U un-
til a burnup of 20 GW-days / ton, halfway through the
second fuel cycle. The sensitivity plots have an intersec-
tion when the upper and lower variations coincide. This
crossover occurs because all variations use the same ini-
tial amount of fuel and are simply evolving it at different
rates according to the varied parameter.
The technique of varying the inputs of the simulation
to determine the correlated uncertainty is applicable to
all reactor antineutrino analyses. However, setting a sys-
tematic uncertainty on the fission rates from the bench-
mark is difficult since the mass inventories are only avail-
able at the end of three fuel cycles for a limited number of
fuel rods.. Also, the Takahama benchmark has a 3% un-
certainty in the thermal power, which is determined from
the 148Nd method. This value is larger than the typical
~ 0.7% from standard reactor instrumentation [36]. The
benchmark also lacks detailed density information. This
leads to the large systematic uncertainties in the fission
rates shown in Fig. 4. For these reasons, the benchmark
is used to understand the systematic uncertainty from
using different codes, and to provide an upper limit on
the systematic uncertainties for full-core simulations.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has demonstrated the quality of two codes
available for use in the prediction of reactor antineutrino
fluxes, MURE and DRAGON. We have established that
MURE and DRAGON make accurate predictions based
on their comparison to the well-known Takahama bench-
mark. They reproduce the mass inventory of rod SF97
to the level of other widely-used codes. We have demon-
strated how these codes can be used to study systematic
errors associated with the reactor flux predictions. We
have confirmed that the thermal power is the dominant
contributor to the overall uncertainty in the prediction of
the mass inventory for the Takahama assembly. We have
shown that the mass inventory tracks the fission rates,
and thus the thermal power uncertainty can be expected
to be the most important issue in predicting the flux for
neutrino oscillation experiments. We have ensured that
the simulations use identical inputs, and have thus pro-
vided a study of the difference between deterministic and
Monte Carlo codes.
This paper has demonstrated the high quality of the
simulations; however, the results presented in this paper
are specific to the Takahama benchmark. General con-
clusions about fission rates and uncertainties cannot be
drawn as each reactor core and fuel cycle is unique. In-
stead, we encourage neutrino experimenters to acquire
the DRAGON and MURE codes to model their individ-
ual reactor cores.
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TABLE V: Study of the systematic effect of varying the thermal power, fuel density, moderator temperature and boron
concentration on the fission rates for SF97-4. The ratios of the varied simulation to the nominal simulation are shown. MURE
results use the average over the full assembly.
2bU U 9Pu 24mPu
MURE DRAGON MURE DRAGON MURE DRAGON MURE DRAGON
Thermal Power
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Chapter 5
The Double Chooz Antineutrino
Flux Prediction and Uncertainty
5.1 From EDF Inputs to Antineutrino Flux
The emitted antineutrino flux is a function of both the antineutrino energy and time:
d 2rip isotopes
dErndt f(t)Sk (EP)k
Here, the fk are the simulated fission rates of the ith isotope from DRAGON or
MURE, and Sk is the energy spectrum per fission from the kth isotope, like those from
[66, 33] that we mentioned in Chapter 1. In what follows, we discuss the simulation of
the fk and the propagation of the uncertainty in the fk and the Sk to the antineutrino
flux.
5.1.1 Producing Fission Rates with EDF Inputs
In order to make a prediction of the reactor antineutrino flux from the two Chooz
cores, we require several pertinent pieces of information from the French electric com-
pany Electricit6 de France (EDF). The DRAGON simulation in particular requires
inputs at the assembly level to perform its computations.
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However, the majority of the information available to us from EDF is irrelevant
to our calculations. Indeed, for each of the two Chooz cores, there are approximately
3000 variables capturing the state of the reactors! The first task, then, is to select only
the most relevant input information from EDF. The Double Chooz Reactor Group
(DCRG) are the only members of the collaboration who, in the interest of keeping the
antineutrino flux blinded, are able to have administrative access to this information.
Furthermore, the data from EDF are proprietary and are restricted by EDF to the
DCRG.
Within the DCRG are a smaller set of so-called "Elected Ones" (EOs) who can
not only access the EDF data but also run the reactor simulation framework. The
EOs are required to discuss with the greater DCRG which inputs are most important
for the simulations and the general simulation strategy. The DCRG has a dedicated
PC connected by landline to the EDF network. Only EOs are able to access this PC.
Upon access, the EO must use a Microsoft Excel macro to download the data from
EDF's reactor database, known as EXALT. This spreadsheet can contain information
in either 100-second or 12-hour increments. The DCRG has decided that simulations
at the 100-second granularity are unnecessarily fine, and only performs simulations
with a 12-hour 6t. However, the 100-second information is stored on the private
DCRG database and used to average the prediction over 1 hour periods.
Each retrieval from EXALT has a maximum size, and so the set of Excel spread-
sheets must be inspected for data corruption during the retrieval. The author has
written the cross-check macros to ensure continuity of the spreadsheet data as well
as to properly format them for upload into a MySQL DCRG database. With these
inputs from EDF, simulations of Bi and B2 can be performed. MURE constructs
a full-core model, while DRAGON has an assembly model. Here, we will discuss
the requisite DRAGON inputs. See Appendix A for a more detailed discussion of a
DRAGON input file.
* Geometry For each assembly in the cores, we require a specification of the
support structure and fuel rods. These details are usually endemic to a particu-
lar reactor design, for instance, by Westinghouse or Areva. Areva designed the
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assemblies that comprise the N4-type Chooz cores. There are in fact a number
of different assembly designs in the core, but at this stage in the core simulation,
these slight differences will be ignored and all assembly designs will be taken to
be of the same canonical type.
Initial Fuel Loading To begin the calculation, DRAGON requires the initial
configuration of fuel distribution throughout the assembly, This is called the
isotopic vector. This information is usually given as a function of the species
of fuel rod; for example, there may be an isotopic vector for pure U0 2 rods
but a different one for heavy absorber rods as we saw in the Takahama-3 study.
However, the information directly obtainable from EXALT is of a global nature,
providing data only for the entire core and not details at the assembly level.
Now we will describe how we can infer this isotopic vector with supplemental
EDF inputs. The key ingredient necessary for our estimate is the neutron flux
map from EDF. The flux map is a monthly report from EDF that contains
several computations done at the assembly level based on flux measurements of
the core. An important datum in this flux map is the burnup of each assembly
as a function of time. The DCRG has been supplied the flux maps for each
core for the beginning of the current fuel cycle in addition to the previous two. 1
Thus, critically, we possess information about the burnups at the very end of
the fuel cycle, the subsequent rearrangement of the assemblies, and the burnups
seen by each assembly at the beginning of the next cycle. The other important
ingredient is the knowledge of the original fuel enrichment of the assembly, the
fresh enrichment. Thus for each assembly, we have a fresh enrichment and
a beginning-of-cycle (BOC) burnup. We then evolve an assembly with the
fresh enrichment and evolve it at an arbitrary power until the BOC burnup is
reached. At this point, the evolution stops, and we extract the isotopic vector.
This vector becomes our estimate for the BOC isotopic vector. The error on
the initial burnup is 5% [11].
'Double Chooz data taking began during Cycle 12, the current cycle as of the writing of this
thesis.
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* Specific Power The reactor core is surrounded by flux monitors, which observe
the neutron flux. The data from these instruments are used to compute the
thermal power of the full core:
P = nf-5Ef
where n is the concentration of the fissile isotopes, o- is the fission cross section,
# is the neutron flux, and Ef is the energy released per fission. This power is
stored in the EXALT database. The power is reported in 12-hour intervals. For
blinding purposes, it was reported in 10% bins on an Analysis Group-accessible
database until the data set was unblinded.
The input to DRAGON is a slightly different quantity, the specific power. This
is defined as the power output of a fuel assembly per initial mass of fuel (usually
uranium). Similar to that of the initial isotopic vector, the thermal power in
EXALT is reported for the whole core, and thus we must compute the specific
power per assembly. We must ensure that these values are consistent with the
EXALT-given global thermal power. To accomplish this, we use information
derived from with the flux map; we will call this the power map.
The power map assigns to each assembly a value between approximately 0.3
and 1.5 which can be taken to represent the normalized contribution to the
total thermal power of the reactor at the time it was reported. The power map
is updated monthly along with the flux map, which implies that we can only
update the power in DRAGON approximately every 30 days with the power
map, despite having global power updated every 12 hours from EXALT. For
a sample computation, assume that for a particular assembly, the power map
yields a value of 0.5, the reactor total power was 4 GW = 4000 MW, that there
are 200 assemblies in the core, and that the initial mass of fuel in the assembly
was 0.5 metric ton. Then the specific power in DRAGON for this time step is:
0.5 . 4000
= 20 MW/T
200-0.5
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Typical values for PWRs are between 20 and 40 MW/T 2 . To obtain this power
information on the 12-hour time scale from the EXALT database, we fit the
power map points with a spline. This way, at each value of the time on the
EXALT database when the power is retrieved, we can also assign a value of
the radial contribution factor. We can then assign an error based on the global
uncertainty of the reactor power, 0.5%.
" Boron Loading In addition to this, the moderator surrounding the fuel rods is
borated, containing a variable concentration of boron, ranging from about 2000
ppm at the beginning of the fuel cycle to near 0 ppm by its end. This boron
loading is given as a function of time in EXALT and, even though it is a global
property of the reactor core, it is applied to each assembly uniformly. Note that
this boron loading is distinct from the interstitial control rods in the reactor.
" Evolution Time EXALT reports the boron loading and the thermal power as a
function of time, so that the fuel evolution time step that DRAGON takes is 12
hours long. However, DRAGON supports the option of evolution with variable
time step, which may be useful for future low-power / reactor-off background
studies.
With these ingredients, we can evolve a DRAGON assembly for one time step. The
output of this evolution is a new isotopic vector, the fission rates of interest, and
a large amount of other information that will be called the burnfile. The burnfile
contains the simulation state of DRAGON at a particular time, and so long as the
burnfile for that state exists, the evolution can be resumed at any time. We then have
a burnfile corresponding to each 12-hour entry in EXALT. The author has written
a Python class that parses the raw DRAGON output for ease of performing further
cross-checks.
2 Other common equivalent units are kW/kg and W/g.
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Figure 5-1: Radial contribution factors for each assembly as a function of time. The
contributions have all been normalized to their initial value so that what is plotted is
in fact the percent deviation.
5.1.2 Connection to Experiment: DCRxtrTools
After the fission rates are stored in a database, they can be accessed by DCRxtrTools.
DCRxtrTools[86] is a toolkit that connects the efforts of the RG with that of the
analysis groups. As noted in Chapter 2, it extracts fission rate information from the
RG database and produces an unoscillated antineutrino flux. From this point, it also
generates MC events and an associated covariance matrix whose bins are in EJ".
This section describes event generation. As a connection between the reactor software
and detector software, DCRxtrTools requires a variety of inputs from the detector
and reactors to produce an antineutrino flux:
" Detector geometry, taken from a DCGLG4sim file (see Chapter 2).
" Several non-geometrical parameters about the detectors: the distances and ori-
entations of the detectors from the two reactors, the detector efficiency and
uncertainty, the uncertainty on the number of target protons, and the compo-
nents of the detector that should be considered in generating the MC,
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" Gross reactor properties, such as the size and shape of the reactors, the uncer-
tainty in the thermal power,
" A table with detector run information, specifically the run number, start time,
and run duration,
" An optional list of run numbers to be processed.
" A table of fission rates as a function of time for each of the 4 important isotopes,
" A table containing reactor power information as a function of time,
" The energy spectra of the antineutrinos emitted per fissile isotope. These are
typically referred to as "Schreckenbach spectra" [57]. The reanalysis of these
spectra were discussed in Chapter 1.
" A specified type of interaction. Here, an analytical expression for IBD events
was used: [86]
JIBD(E'"") = 0.961 X 104 - E , 4 E+ - M2
Here, the units are cm 2 , and Ee+ is the positron energy:
1 A2 -m2
Ee+ = -M+ 2 - 4M (-Ev +A+_ 2M2 e+>Kn n PV 2 p
One key feature of DCRxtrTools is its ability to convert between the timestamps
produced by the DCRG fission rates and the run numbers from the detector, and to
perform appropriate merging of fission rate intervals into run numbers. A descrip-
tion of the toolkit's function follows[86, 87]. For each run being analyzed, the run's
duration is determined, and fission rates generated during that same interval are re-
trieved. With the fission rates, Schreckenbach spectra, and specified interaction cross
section, a histogram binned in E, 17' is created. From this, the expected number of
antineutrinos can be computed for each run. We now turn to the estimation of the
error on the reactor flux.
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5.2 Reactor Simulation Cross-Checks with DRAGON
The Reactor Group (RG) has no direct contact with the BI and B2 cores, and EDF
does not generate fission rates with which we can compare our simulations as a ref-
erence. Thus, we must rely solely on indirect cross-checks to validate our fission rate
predictions. These cross-checks include examining the thermal power expected shape
of the fission rate curves as well as comparing DRAGON simulations to an example
EDF APOLLO simulation. We briefly go over both.
5.2.1 Thermal Power
DRAGON simulates fuel assemblies and requires the thermal power in each assembly
to be provided as an input. Figure 5-3 shows the reactor thermal power for BI and
B2. This input consists of a product of 3 components:
" The nominal thermal power of the core, 4.25 GW,
" The radial contribution factor as a function of time, which is a number in the
approximate range [0.25, 1.3] that represents the contribution towards the total
thermal power of the core,
" The percent of nominal power of the core as a function of time, which comes
from the EDF EXALT database.
The actual input into DRAGON is not simply the thermal power, but the specific
power, which is the thermal power divided by the initial mass of fuel (see Section
5.1). A simple cross-check is to ascertain whether the thermal power we input can
be constructed from its output. The power at any given time can be computed from
the fission rates from DRAGON by:
4
P(t) fi(t)-E
where we sum over the 4 primary isotopes 235U, 238U, 239Pu, and 2 1 Pu and Ej is the
energy released per fission for the ith isotope. Typical deviations of DRAGON from
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the EDF-derived values of the power, shown in Figure 5-4, are much less than the
0.46% uncertainty on the thermal power.
5.2.2 Fission Rate Evolution
The values of the fission rates over a finite core evolution will depend on the amount
of fissile isotopes in the core; however, over time, each isotope has a characteristic
evolution curve modulo core power fluctuations. The expected evolution of the four
primary fission rates are as follows:
0 3 5 U, being the primary fuel in reactors like BI and B2, fissions the most and
depletes monotonically.
& 2 38 U, which only fissions for neutrons with energies in the fast (1 MeV) region,
should have a slightly increasing fission rate since, for a constant thermal power,
the fast neutron flux increases as uranium is depleted.
0 2 9 Pu, which is generated ultimately from neutron capture on 2 38U, is mono-
tonically increasing. As 21 5U becomes depleted, its production from 238 U is
counteracted by its own fissioning since this isotope, like 235 U, is fissile.
0 241Pu, which is formed via 239 Pu - 2 4 0 Pu -+ 2 4 1Pu, should be monotonically
increasing and follow the behavior of 239Pu.
From figure 5-2, we can see that the fission rates computed from inputs for Cycle 12
have the expected shape.
5.2.3 Assembly-level Systematic Uncertainties with DRAGON
The Double Chooz reactor simulations depend critically on the initial isotopic vector
of fuel in each assembly. Since this is not given to us, we must compute it ourselves. To
do this, we compare our simulations to that of an example EDF APOLLO simulation
of a fresh 4.0% enriched fuel assembly. This EDF simulation contained the mass
inventory for each of the isotopes of interest for us. The simulation also included a
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Figure 5-3: B1 and B2 thermal power for Cycle 12.
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Figure 5-4: Deviation of reconstructed power from DRAGON for core B2 during
Cycle 12.
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0 M
calculation of keff as a function of burnup. Since we will be matching the burnup for
real assemblies to our simulations of this fresh assembly, we should understand the
magnitude of deviations from these simulations. The large deviations seen for low
burnup for the plutonium isotopes are partially due to simulation input error and
internal interpolation schemes in DRAGON.
5.2.4 keff Cross-Check
As mentioned in Chapter 3, the quantity keff is defined as the ratio of neutrons
produced by fission to the number of neutrons being absorbed by fission. If a reactor
is critical, then keff = 1, representing stability of the chain reaction. However, ke1 1
can be greater than 1 (a supercritical reactor) or less than 1 (a subcritical reactor).
The example EDF APOLLO simulations include computations of keff that DRAGON
should be able to reproduce. In Figure 5-5, we see the comparison between EDF and
DRAGON. While the Gd-free assembly comparison shows a 0.5% deviation, the Gd
simulation shows a more striking discrepancy for burnup values less than 10 GWd/T.
This is due to the presence of Gd in the assembly. As neutrons are absorbed by Gd,
the energy is released by photons; a proper modeling of this energy release is not
present in our simulations. Once the Gd is depleted, the discrepancy disappears.
5.2.5 Systematic Uncertainty for Fission Rates
The collaboration chose to use the MURE code[79] to generate fission rates for 2 35 U,
2 39 Pu, 238 U, and 2 1 Pu. The DRAGON code was used to provide a cross-check of the
MURE simulations at the assembly level. This check is important since DRAGON,
a fast, deterministic, and 2D code, uses a very different computational philosophy
than the MURE code, which is slower, Monte Carlo-based, and 3D. DRAGON's
speed allowed rapid decisions to be made about the size of the uncertainties in our
simulations.
We now show the DRAGON and MURE comparison to the APOLLO[83] fuel
inventory simulations. Despite the agreement between DRAGON and MURE for
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Figure 5-5: DRAGON deviation of APOLLO keff calculation for AFA 3G assembly,
with and without Gd.
the Takahama-3 simulation, comparing our codes to APOLLO would allow both sets
of simulations to see how they compared to EDF's own well-tuned simulation. The
simulations were for 2 types of fuel assembly in the Chooz reactors: a 17 x 17 assembly
with and without Gd absorber rods. Most of the fuel assembly types in the reactors
were of these two types. Because the APOLLO simulations are proprietary, the
simulation inputs and raw outputs cannot be shown; however, the percent deviation
of DRAGON and MURE from APOLLO can be shown. The deviations of DRAGON
from APOLLO are shown in Figures 5-6 and 5-7; the comparisons of DRAGON to
MURE are shown in Figures 5-8 and 5-9. We can see that both codes agree very
well with APOLLO for 238U; this is expected since the majority of the fuel (~ 96%)
is composed of this isotope. The poor performance at low values of burnup are due
to poorly-specified data from the EDF simulation. The codes agree to within 5%
for all isotopes on the fuel inventory. The beginning of data taking was on April 13,
2011, while Cycle 12 began on September 6, 2010 for core BI and on November 22,
2010 for core B2. Thus, data taking began 219 days into BI's cycle and 142 days into
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Reactor Parameter Variation
Thermal Power 1%
Boron Concentration 10%
Moderator Density 6%
Moderator Temperature 50 K
Fuel Temperature 100K1
Table 5.1: Fission rate variations, taken from [11].
B2's fuel cycle, corresponding to a burnup of approximately 8300 MWd/T for Bi and
5300 MWd/T for B2. The comparisons are thus useful to the experiment after 5300
MWd/T, and the agreement for the fission rate comparison is better than 5% for all
isotopes except for 24 1Pu, which counts for less than 7% of the total fission rate.
The influence of the Gd rods is clear when comparing the two figures. In an
assembly with Gd, the neutron flux gradually diminishes the Gd until very little
remains; this process manifests as the kinks in the plutonium curves. Due to the
presence of Gd, the neutron flux spectrum becomes harder, providing more higher-
energy neutrons to capture on 238U and produce more plutonium; the kink occurs
when the Gd is mostly depleted.
We move now to a discussion of the sensitivity study performed by MURE, and in
particular, the validation curves that the DRAGON simulations provided. The rele-
vant parameters to vary are listed in Table 5.1. Many of the parameters either had an
uncertain central value (i.e., the moderator / water temperature), or an unknown un-
certainty (such as the fuel temperature). For the former, the MURE simulations used
a set of values that gave good agreement with the APOLLO AFA 3G simulations[10].
The DRAGON simulation inputs were chosen to match as closely to the MURE
inputs as possible. For the latter, we chose similar variations as were used in the
Takahama-3 simulation, shown in Chapter 4. Because the majority of fissions in a
reactor come from fissions of 235U and 239Pu, the MURE group plotted the results
of this sensitivity study as a function of the ratio 239Pu / 235U. This ratio has other
desirable features, such as the uncertainty curve's being invariant under a variation of
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Figure 5-10: Fission rate systematic errors as a function of time. The DRAGON
result is labeled "Code". From [10].
input parameter[11}. Since the data-taking period began well after the beginning of
the reactor fuel cycle, the figures highlight the relevant data-taking region. We show
more conventional plots as well in Figures 5-10, which are the uncertainty curves as
a function of time. It is clear from the figures that the code philosophy is far from
the dominant error and in fact shows good agreement with MURE.
5.2.6 Anchoring to the Bugey-4 Reactor Experiment
In Chapter 1, we introduced the reactor antineutrino anomaly[29], which introduced
a - 3% shift in the normalization of the antineutrino energy spectrum. At present,
the nature of the anomaly is unknown, but until the near detector is completed, the
analysis must contend with this shift. To avoid being sensitive to this anomaly and
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the uncertainties in the Sk, the collaboration decided to anchor the flux calculation
to that of the well-measured Bugey-4 experiment[58], as was done for CHOOZ and
Palo Verde. In general, the detected antineutrino rate can be written as
Ndet =NI z 1 pth-
" N, 47rR? 
_Ej l
B1,B2
Here, N, is the number of target protons, R, is the baseline to the ith reactor, Pth
is the thermal power of the ith reactor, Ei is the average energy released per fission,
defined as E = Zk fkEk, where fk is the fission rate of the kth isotope and Ek is its
associated energy released per fission. The average fission cross section &f per reactor
is defined as
di =(f Z (r Sk(E)o-IBD(E) dE.
k j jth energy bin
The Sk are the neutrino energy spectra that have recently been re-evaluated.
Since the Bugey-4 experiment reported cross sections and the average contribution
of each isotope to the total number of fissions, we can "anchor" our normalization to
theirs using the following formula:
&f = &Bugey ± E (c4 - aui)(fk
k
Here, ak is the ratio of the fission rate of the kth to the total fission rate: . TheZkfA
second term corrects for different fuel inventories of the Chooz and Bugey reactors. It
is a small correction and makes us less sensitive to the recent cross section predictions
(if)k[291 . The anchoring to Bugey-4 means that we share their systematic uncertainty
of 1.377%.
5.3 Summary of Reactor Flux Uncertainties
Now that our anchor point has been established, we can list the final list of signal
uncertainties. The uncertainties of the various inputs to the antineutrino signal are
given in Table 5.2 [77]. With the reactor-related uncertainties, we can now discuss
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Source of Error Value
Bugey-4, nchor Point 1.377%
Thermal Power 0.46%
Reference Specti& fed 1fCross Section 0.170%
Energy per Fission 0.157%
Reactor-Detetor Baseline ,.038%
Fuel Composition 0.872%
Total 1.745%
Table 5.2: Reactor antineutrino signal uncertainty, taken from [30].
detector-related uncertainties and the first result in the following chapter.
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Chapter 6
First Results from Double Chooz
In this chapter, we present the first Double Chooz 013 measurement. We highlight
the role of reactor simulations towards constraining the antineutrino flux uncertainty.
6.1 Analysis Overview
In Chapter 2, we discussed how an antineutrino candidate appears in Double Chooz.
The antineutrino reacts with a proton in the liquid scintillator to produce a positron
and neutron. The positron promptly deposits energy via ionization and annihilates
with an electron, producing the prompt signal. Approximately 30 ps later, the neu-
tron captures on a Gd atom in the scintillator, emitting a cascade of photons whose
summed energy is 8 MeV on average. The coincidence between the prompt event and
the neutron capture on Gd, called the delayed event, defines a candidate event. Now
we discuss further selection criteria of candidate events.
6.1.1 Candidate Event Selection
For the first experimental result, the data-taking period began on April 13, 2011 and
ended on September 18, 2011 for a total of 101.52 days of running time[30]. We now
explain the selection requirements in detail:
* E < 10, 000 DUQ (digital units of charge).
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Figure 6-1: The MQTQ discriminant on prompt and delayed events. The black points
are antineutrino candidates in the coincidence window 4 < At < 100ps; the red points
are a measurement of accidental background by looking at an off-time window of 1 s
+4ps < At < is +100ps. From [12].
This corresponds roughly to E < 5 MeV. This selection vetoes cosmic-ray muons
that pass through the detector target as well as fast neutrons that could recoil
off of protons in the target. It applies to both prompt and delayed events.
* MQTQ < 0.09 for prompt events, MQTQ < 0.06 for delayed events.
Some PMTs have electrical sparking in their bases that creates light noise. For
these "hot" PMTs, the light is localized on the PMT and is spread out in
time[77]. To eliminate this type of event, we define a quantity MQTQ, which
is the ratio of the maximum charge collected by a single PMT in the event to
the total charge collected by all PMTs. MQTQ is effective because it has good
rejection power, but does not remove IBD events [12]. Figure 6-1 shows how
this discrimination on this variable helps to eliminate light noise. The figure
shows events with a high (> 0.08) MQTQ are mostly caused by light noise.
* tRMS < 40 ns.
This selection eliminates the large spread in time of light noise from the PMTs.
* 0.7 < Eprom < 12.2 MeV, 6.0 < Edelyed < 12.2 MeV
The delayed energy cut serves to eliminate low-energy background and to cap-
ture the photon cascade from the neutron capture on Gd. The lower limit for
the prompt event is the energy threshold. The upper limit is chosen to guaran-
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Figure 6-2: Scatter plot of prompt and delayed energy for IBD candidates. From [13].
tee that we detect all Pe candidates and obtain a sample of 'Li and fast neutrons
for constraints in the final oscillation fit.
" 2ps < At < 100pls
This criterion for the coincidence selection window is to retain delayed events
that have a mean neutron capture time of 30Is.
" No triggers 100ps before the prompt and no triggers 400ps after the prompt
event[77, 30]
This reduces correlated background from muon spallation.
In Figure 6-2, we show a plot of the candidate delayed energy versus the candidate
prompt energy. This matches the equivalent image from the CHOOZ experiment
mentioned in Chapter 1.
6.1.2 Backgrounds
Understanding the background is not only important for understanding our detector
response, but it is also crucial to understand for the extraction of 013. A misunder-
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standing of background processes can lead to an incorrect prediction of the mixing
angle. We examine three known sources of background events in order of decreasing
importance.
6.1.2.1 9 Li Background
The largest source of background events comes from cosmic muon spallation in the
inner detector scintillator. Muon spallation creates several light radioactive isotopes;
of these, 'Li is the most problematic because it is a delayed #-emitting isotope[14],
which mimics antineutrino signals. In order to estimate this background, first, 9 i
triple coincidence were searched for. For a particular coincidence, the time to the
previous muon was plotted. Muons that were not involved in a coincidence appeared
as a flat background, whereas muons involved in spallation exhibited an exponential
decay with a characteristic time constant of the half-life of 'Li, which is 178 ms[77, 14].
See Figure 6.1.2.1 for an example. This measurement was compared to a large MC
sample of 9Li was generated in the inner detector and these MC events were passed
through the IBD selection cuts. The total estimated rate from 9Li from this fit yielded
2.3 i 1.2 events per day.
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Figure 6-4: Prompt energy spectrum of coincidences happening between 40ps and
150ps after a muon. The Gd and H peaks are visible. The abscissa units are in DUQ
(15020 DUQ ~1 MeV). From [14].
6.1.2.2 Fast Neutron and Stopped Muon Background
Cosmic muons striking the rock outside of the detector can send fast neutrons (E > 12
MeV) into the detector. These fast neutrons can recoil off of protons and then capture
on H or Gd, contaminating the antineutrino signal. See Figure 6.1.2.2 to see an
example of fast neutron events. To estimate this background, first, the same IBD
selection criteria were applied with one change: the prompt energy had to be between
12 and 30 MeV. Then, the number of events were extrapolated into the signal region,
[0.7, 12] MeV[77]. In order to combine this background with that of the stopped
muons, a concern was whether in fact this extrapolation of the muon energy extended
to lower energies[30]. For the first publication, a flat spectrum was assumed of the
low energy muons, but a large (70%) error was assigned to the shape of this spectrum.
The collaboration has assigned a rate of 0.83 ± 0.38 events per day.
6.1.2.3 Accidental Background
The accidental background arises from the random association of a positron-like event
with a neutron-capture-like event occurring in the IBD selection coincidence window.
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Figure 6-5: The accidental spectrum. From [15].
Positron-like events can be due to ambient radioactivity, which occurs at a rate of
7.6 Hz, whereas a subsequent neutron capture on Gd will mimic an antineutrino
signal[77]. In order to measure this background, the same IBD selection cuts presented
above were used with one change: the coincidence window was shifted by 1 ms. Thus,
the [2, 100] Is window is shifted into an off-time window; this is informative because
if the coincidences are accidental, then the rate of these events should have a flat
distribution. To further refine this measurement, the 1 ms window was split into 198
intervals, i.e., [1.002, 1.1], [1.502, 1.6], [2.002, 2.1], etc., with each subsequent window
being shifted by 500 is. The total number of candidates were summed and then
scaled by 1/198 to obtain the estimate of 0.33 ± 0.03 event per day. See Figure 6-5
for the rate of single interactions.
6.1.3 Selection Efficiencies
In this section, we discuss the detection and IBD selection efficiencies.
6.1.3.1 Target Proton Measurement
In order to determine the number of target protons, a precise measurement of the
inner target scintillator weight was performed[88]. First, an empty weighing tank
(WT) was weighed. Then the tank was filled with target scintillator and reweighed
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Figure 6-6: Spill-in and spill-out events. From [16].
at various heights. Then the scintillator is filled to the maximum height in the tank;
due to thermal expansion, it overflowed into the XTOS (eXpansion Tank Operating
System), part of the DFOS (Detector Fluid Operating System)[88, 30]. These mul-
tiple weighings, when combined with precise knowledge of the WT volume, could be
converted to a number of target protons. The collaboration assigned an uncertainty
of 0.295% to this measurement.
6.1.3.2 Spill-in / Spill-out Effects
From Chapter 2, we recall that a gamma catcher, which contains undoped scintillator,
surrounds the doped inner target. Since the analysis cuts require that a delayed event
occur on a Gd atom, it is important to understand how many Gd captures actually
occurred. In [89], the spill-in and spill-out were computed from MC. Spill-in refers
to the case where a neutron produced outside of the target volume travels into the
target to capture on a Gd atom, and spill-out refers to a neutron created in the target
that exits the target and captures on hydrogen in the gamma catcher. A spill-in event
effectively increases the fiducial volume of the detector, since they allow us to record
events outside of the target region. On the other hand, spill-out events cause an
inefficiency in our measurement, in that we do not measure all the antineutrinos that
were generated in the target. See Figure 6-6 for an illustration. In [89] and [16], it
was found that the spill-in and spill-out rates were unequal, with the spill-in rate
exceeding the spill-out rate by 1.37% ± 0.37% [30]. The MC predicted a smaller net
rate of 0.8% and so the MC was adjusted accordingly.
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Figure 6-7: Combined fit neutron capture on Gd and H peaks. From [17].
6.1.3.3 Gd/H Ratio
An IBD candidate event requires that the delayed event contain a Gd capture, we must
ascertain how many neutrons actually captured on Gd versus capture on hydrogen.
That is, we want to determine the ratio Gd / (Gd + H). Using 252Cf calibration data
along the z-axis, the fraction of neutrons that capture on Gd was estimated by a
combined fit of the H peak, Gd peak, Gd-H peak, and Gd-Gd peak and comparing
the relative areas of those curves[17]. See Figure 6-7 for the combined fit. The ratio
was determined from data to be 0.860 ± 0.005, compared to 0.880 ± 0.005 from MC.
The MC was thus rescaled and the uncertainty was determined to be 0.6%.
6.1.3.4 Trigger Efficiency
Above the 700 keV threshold, the trigger efficiency is ~ 100 % [77]. This was de-
termined from IDLI (Inner Detector Light Injection) and IVLI (Inner Veto Light
Injection) runs as well as from waveform data [90]
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6.1.3.5 Efficiency of At cut
To evaluate the efficiency of the selection window, the amount of 25 2Cf events in the
window (2, 100) ps for the delayed event is compared to those in the window (0, 200)
ps. This result is compared to the MC prediction, and the uncertainty is given as
0.5% [91].
6.1.3.6 Containment Efficiency
This efficiency takes into account the delayed energy window of (6, 12) MeV. To
evaluate it, the ratio of events in the window (4, 12) MeV to those in the (6, 12) MeV
are computed in both MC and data, and the associated uncertainty is 0.6% [92].
6.1.4 Detector Energy Scale
This is a brief summary of the work done for the detector energy scale; for more details,
see[93]. In order to evaluate the detector response, we use the calibration methods
and sources from Chapter 2 to compare to our Monte Carlo (MC) predictions. In
Figure 6-8, the ratio of calibration data deployed at the center of the detector to
MC is shown. In the figure, we can see that both the 'Co and "'Cs data exceed
the MC by about 5%. The deviations from calibrations are due to phenomena not
modeled in the first publication (1stPub) MC, including some reflection and optical
model effects as well as nonlinearities in the electronics [30, 18]. For the 1stPub
results, we use an empirical correction function; in the figure, we show the logarithmic
fit. In addition to the energy-dependent correction, there is also a z-axis-dependent
correction function, as seen in Figure 6.1.4. Both the energy calibration and z-axis
calibration are used to form the detector covariance matrix[94]. In Table 6.1, we show
the selection efficiencies and their systematic uncertainties.
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Uncertainty Correction Factor Associated Uncertainty
Muon veto 0.9547 Negligible
Isolation and multiplicity 0.995 Negligible
-T Lo 0.5%
Gd/H ratio 0.98 0.58%
Delayed energy6%
N, measurement 1.0 0.3%
Trigger threshold 1.0 0A%
Spill-in/out 0.9929 0.37%
Total 0.9243 11%
Table 6.1: Detector-related uncertanties, taken from [30].
6.2 Oscillation Fit
At this stage, we have a reactor antineutrino flux prediction from MURE and DCRx-
trTools, whose fission rate-related errors were constrained by DRAGON simulations.
In Figure 6.2, we show the ratio of the rate from data to the rate from MC as a
function of time, verifying that our prediction is in good agreement with the data.
In the figure, the background is subtracted and the muon dead-time is taken into ac-
count. Now we can compute the expected number of antineutrinos in a no-oscillation
scenario to be used as a reference flux to be compared to actual data. Over the 101
days of data-taking, the expected number of antineutrinos should have been 4009.96
± 108.87 (systematic uncertainty), including background[30]. The number of IBD
events observed at the far detector were 4121 ± 64.195 (statistical uncertainty), cor-
responding to a daily rate of 42.6 d-. From the previous section, we enumerated
the background rates, which correspond to those listed in Table 6.2. With these
quantities, we can calculate the ratio of observed events to expected events:
N ob - Nbkg
e 0.944 ± 0.016(stat) ± 0.040(sys)
Npred
121
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Figure 6-10: Data vs. MC rate comparison for the first publication data set, from[95].
Source of Background
9 Li
Correlated Background
Accidental Background
Total
Central Value and Uncertainty
222.88 ± 116.30
80.90 ± 37.50
32.00 i 2.91
335.78 i 122.23
Table 6.2: Far detector backgrounds, taken from [30].
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Using Am 2 = 2.4 x 10-3, this rate-only analysis corresponds to[77]
(sin 2 2013)Rate = 0.104 ± 0.030(stat) ± 0.07 6 (sys)
We can improve the analysis by comparing the MC predicted spectral shape of the
detected positron events to that measured from data. This is called a shape analysis
because we perform a bin-by-bin comparison of the predicted and detected positron
spectrum. See Fig 6.2. The procedure performs a x2 minimization with covariance
matrices from the reactor signal production, detector response, background shape,
and signal / background statistics. The blue dashed line is the no-oscillation pre-
diction, which comes about from reactor simulations. The shape analysis can be
combined with the rate analysis[30, 77]:
(sin 2 2013)Rate+Shape = 0.0856 ± 0.041(stat) ± 0.030(sys)
We can now compare our result to those of other experiments, which we do in the
next and final chapter.
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Figure 6-11: Data and best-fit spectra. The measured prompt energy spectra are
shown with statistical error bars. The blue dashed line shows the no-oscillation sce-
nario, which is predicted from reactor simulations and detector Monte Carlo. The
best-fit spectra is shown in red and is derived from a x 2 minimization technique. The
green band shows the background contributions and are seen in more detail in the
inset.
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Chapter 7
Comparisons and Conclusions
People should stop calling 013 the last unmeasured v mixing angle;
soon it will be the best measured angle.
-Maury Goodman, March 2012 long-baseline neutrino newsletter
We now move to a comparison of the Double Chooz 013 result to those of recent ex-
periments. Over the last year, May 2011 to May 2012, was a particularly fruitful time
for the measurement of this mixing angle. We first discuss findings from accelerator
appearance experiments. We then compare the results from the three reactor an-
tineutrino experiments. In Figure 7-1, we show the results of 5 recent measurements
of 013 along with their gaussian errors.
7.1 Accelerator Appearance Experiments
Accelerator appearance experiments were mentioned in Chapter 1. These experiments
produce neutrinos by focusing a beam of protons onto a fixed target, producing a
hadronic shower, including charged pions which are focused with a magnetic horn.
The pions then decay:
7r* 
_,L + 17,(V/')
The yL then decay:
ef +e ±1e (Ve)
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Figure 7-1: Summary of recent measurements of 013. For each experiment, the value
of 013 and its 1o- error is plotted, assuming a gaussian shape. The combined best-fit
is also shown. The experiments comprising this plot are [20, 21, 22, 96, 77].
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With a near detector, the unoscillated v,, flux can be compared to the far detector's
flux, which will contain a ve component due to oscillations. We examine the results
from T2K and MINOS in the following sections.
7.1.1 Results from T2K
The T2K result is reported in [19]. In July 2011, the collaboration performed a study
of electron-like events at the Super-Kamiokande (SK) detector in order to search for
vp -+ ve appearance over a span of 11 months. The signal at SK consisted of a single
electron-like Cerenkov ring. The main backgrounds were ve that were produced by
muon and kaon decays, as well as neutral current events involving 7ro --+ 2-y decays
that were incorrectly reconstructed as a single electron in SK.
The selection requirements for a ve event at SK included: a diffuse Cerenkov
ring, an energy above 100 MeV to remove backgrounds such as electrons from muon
decays, and an energy less than 1.25 GeV in order to suppress the intrinsic Ve
contamination[19]. Also, a 7ro mass was reconstructed for each event. If the mass
exceeded 105 MeV/c 2 , the event was rejected to remove photons from ir0 decays[96].
Finally, events with delayed activity were rejected since these were interpreted as
electron events from muon decays. To handle uncertainties of the neutrino flux, data
from the near detector ND280 was used to renormalize the no-oscillation expectation
at SK[96]: Ngj = (NNh2 80/NND280) x N' . As shown in Figure 7-2, only 6 events
passed the selection criteria. The collaboration reports an expectation of 1.5 ± 0.3
events if sin 2 2013 = 0, or 5.5 ± 1.0 events if sin 2 2013 = 0.1. The null hypothesis is
converted into a 90% confidence limit: 0.03(0.04) < sin 2 2013 < 0.28(0.34) assuming
Jep = 0, Am 3 = 2.4 x 10- 3 eV2 under the normal (inverted) mass hierarchy. The
best fit values are
sin 2 2013 = 0.11(0.14) (7.1)
for the normal (inverted) hierarchy.
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Figure 7-2: Energy spectrum of reconstructed neutrinos at T2K far detector. The
blue line shows the 1.25 GeV energy cut. Taken from [19].
7.1.2 Results from MINOS
The MINOS result is described in [20]. In October 2011, the MINOS collaboration
reported their study of v, -+ Ve appearance, quickly following T2K's result. MINOS,
along with CHOOZ, had previously only set a limit for 013[971. An outline of their
analysis follows. To eliminate muon tracks from v,, events, a cut was placed on
tracks that were longer than 24 planes or on tracks that were 15 planes beyond a
hadronic shower. Events were required to have at least 5 contiguous planes and to
have deposited at least half of the energy of a minimum-ionizing particle. The event
energy was required to be greater than 1 GeV to eliminate neutral current background
and less than 8 GeV since above this energy the v,, -+ ve probability is negligible.
To separate signal from background, the collaboration employed a technique known
as "Library Event Matching" (LEM). This algorithm compared every event that sat-
isfied the requirements from the previous paragraph with 5 x 107 simulated signal
and background events (the library), and accepted a library event if the number of
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Figure 7-3: Top: MC vs. data for the MINOS near detector, with systematic un-
certainty shaded in red. Bottom: Background and signal as function of the LEM
discriminant, assuming sin 2 2013 = 0.1. Taken from [20].
active strips, active planes, or reconstructed energy each differed less than 20% from
that of the candidate event. This comparison to library events was implemented with
a likelihood minimization. Quantities such as the reconstructed energy of the event,
along with statistics about the top 50 likelihood-ranked events, were fed into a neu-
ral network. The signal and background events as a function of the neural network
discriminant are shown in Figure 7-3. Like T2K, MINOS used data from its near
detector to constrain the prediction at the far detector[98]:
FDPr'di'ted -- NDaa x "'' (7.2)
-ch co r nsdulatin (
This prediction was then used to compare against data in various bins of the LEM dis-
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Figure 7-4: MINOS best-fit value at the far detector with multiple values of the LEM
discriminant. Taken from [20].
criminant. As shown in Figure 7-4, the best-fit value of sin2 2013 = 0.041i!:0.(04 .079 +:.0)
for the normal (inverted) hierarchy, assuming that 023 = I-
7.2 Reactor Disappearance Results
Reactor disappearance experiments were described in Chapters 1 and 2. These exper-
iments use the large Pe flux from nuclear reactors to search for Pe -+ P2 oscillations at
0(1) km baselines. These experiments require far detectors placed 1 to 2 km from the
reactors to observe a deficit in the Fe flux. If the experiment employs a near detector
to directly measure the unoscillated Pe flux, it does not require a reactor antineutrino
flux prediction as described in Chapter 5.
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7.2.1 Results from the Daya Bay Experiment
The Daya Bay[48, 21] experiment reported observation of antineutrino disappearance
from the Daya Bay and Ling Ao reactors. The collaboration used 55 days of data
from December 2011 until February 2012 and saw 10,416 reactor antineutrinos at its
far detector hall. For energy calibration, all 6 antineutrino detectors (ADs) used the
2.506 MeV peak of a deployed 0Co source in the center of an AD. PMTs attached
to the water shields surrounding the target were used as muon vetoes. Like Double
Chooz, Daya Bay selected IBD candidates with prompt energy in the range [0.7,
12.0] MeV and delayed energy in the range [6.0, 12.0] MeV. Furthermore, an event
was rejected if a muon in a water shield preceded a delayed event by at most 600ps, if
a muon that passed through the inner detector preceded a delayed event by 1 ms, or if
more than 0.7 MeV was deposited in the time window [tp.,,pt -200pis, telayed+200ps],
serving as an isolation cut.
Like Double Chooz, the experiment had to consider backgrounds from accidental
coincidences, 9 Li f-emission from muon spallation, and fast neutrons. In addition,
they evaluated the rate of a-capture on 1 3C and found it to contribute a rate of
0.04 ± 0.02 d- 1 for all ADs. The small size of this background justifies its omission
from the Double Chooz result. Daya Bay accounted for background events due to
their own Am-C calibration neutron sources. Daya Bay also observed a spill-out
deficit of 2.2% due to neutrons being created outside of the target that later drifted
into it.
Due to the presence of near detectors to measure the unoscillated antineutrino flux
from the reactors, Daya Bay was not sensitive to the reactor antineutrino anomaly.
Despite this, the collaboration also employed the DRAGON code, but only to study
the correlations of the fission rates of the 4 primary radioisotopes. The collaboration
was given the fission fractions for each core as a function of burnup, eliminating the
reliance on reactor simulations. Daya Bay was thus able to compute the ratio of
observed to expected events by using a weighted average of the results from the near
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Figure 7-5: Top: The measured positron spectrum from the far hall compared to the
no-oscillation expectation from the near halls. Bottom: ratio of far hall prediction to
the no-oscillation scenario. Taken from [21].
detectors for the prediction:
R = 0.940 ± 0.011(stat) ± 0.004(sys) (7.3)
Using a x 2 minimization with pull terms, the collaboration was able to extract a
measurement of sin 2 2013:
sin 2 2013 = 0.092 ± 0.016(stat) t 0.005(sys) (7.4)
with a X 2 /dof = 4.26/4. Note that this result is a rate-only fit; the spectral distortion
from the positrons is only noted to be consistent with the rate-only analysis[21]. See
Figure 7-5 for evidence of spectral distortion.
7.2.2 Results from the RENO Experiment
Within weeks of the Daya Bay result, the RENO collaboration[49] produced a third
measurement of 013[22]. The experiment took data for 229 days, from August 2011
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to March 2012. RENO observed 154,088 antineutrino candidates at its near detector,
and 17,102 candidates at its far detector. RENO defined its antineutrino candidates as
follows: Qmax/Qtot < 0.03 for PMTs (i.e., the MQTQ variable mentioned in Chapter
6) to eliminate light noise, a rejection of all events that were 1 (10) ms after a muon
with more than 70 MeV (1.5 GeV) passed through the target, the same prompt and
delayed event energy cuts as Double Chooz and Daya Bay, the same coincidence
window between prompt and delayed events that was used by Double Chooz, and
finally, an isolation cut that rejected any coincidence pairs if they were preceded by
a trigger in the inner or outer detector within 100 ps. Like Daya Bay and Double
Chooz, the primary backgrounds were 9 Li # emissions, fast neutrons, and accidental
coincidences. Like Daya Bay, RENO used multiple detectors (two, in this case) to
eliminate difficulties in measuring the antineutrino flux emitted from the Yonggwang
reactors. They produced estimates for the contributions of each of the 4 primary
radioisotopes using the Westinghouse ANC code[99]. They were able to compute the
ratio of observed events to expected events:
R = 0.920 ± 0.009(stat) ± 0.014(sys) (7.5)
Like Double Chooz and Daya Bay, RENO used a x 2 minimization with pull terms
and the collaboration was able to extract a measurement of sin 2 2013:
sin 2 2013 = 0.113 ± 0.013(stat) ± 0.019(sys) (7.6)
Like Daya Bay, RENO only provided a rate-only fit; see Figure 7-6.
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Figure 7-6: Top: distortion of the positron energy spectrum in RENO. Bottom: ratio
of far detector prediction to no-oscillation scenario. Taken from [22].
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
The reactor simulations performed with the DRAGON code have been instrumental
in proving that our models of the Chooz reactors are well understood. These reac-
tor models are in turn extremely important for the single-detector phase of Double
Chooz as they predict the unoscillated flux. Even if the Reactor Group had direct
access to fission rate measurements or predictions from EDF, it is still useful to have
made our predictions, as they are instrumental for nuclear nonproliferation efforts
(see Appendix B). As mentioned in Chapter 3, a DRAGON assembly simulation is
usually only the first part of a full-core simulation. In order to approximate a full-core
simulation with DRAGON, supplementary data such as the flux maps from Chapter
5 must be added. We have found that DRAGON lends itself very well to situations
involving rapid feedback of results and to perform sensitivity studies due to its speed.
However, incorporating 3D effects with it can be problematic, and using the compan-
ion code DONJON[100] can often be as time-consuming as the codes which we would
like to compare it to.
Even when the Double Chooz near detector is operational in 2014, reactor simula-
tions of the antineutrino flux will still be useful. The Near Detector flux measurement
can be used to directly compare to our simulations. As we understand our simula-
tions better with a Near Detector measurement, this will improve flux predictions in
nuclear nonproliferation efforts. Work towards these efforts are given in Appendix B.
In Appendix C, we perform a sensitivity study with the AFA 3G assembly simulation,
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similar to our Takahama benchmark presented in Chapter 4. The speed at which the
AFA 3G simulations were performed will expedite the Reactor Group's understanding
of the Chooz cores.
In conclusion, we have learned that DRAGON allows us to connect the world of
nuclear engineering-reactor stability and criticality, nuclear chemistry of the transura-
nium actinides, and neutron distributions throughout a heterogeneous core-with re-
search in particle physics, in particular the measurement of 013. When combined
with supplementary information about the reactor core as a whole, our simulations
has proved useful to reactor safety studies (Takahama benchmark), neutrino physics
research (the Double Chooz flux prediction), and nuclear nonproliferation (see Ap-
pendix B for the SONGS experiment). The fast, accurate, and efficient simulations
performed with DRAGON have aided both nuclear nonproliferation as well as fun-
damental research and can continue do so long after the story of the search for 013
comes to a close.
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Appendix A
DRAGON Tutorial and
Modifications
A.1 Code Sample and Tutorial
Here we present a sample of the DRAGON code used in the reactor simulations
carried out for this thesis. The code shown below is applicable for DRAGON ver-
sion 3.06H and can be obtained from the following site: http://www.polymtl.ca/
nucleaire/DRAGON/en/download/index.php. Several of the modules listed below
have been deprecated for DRAGON version 4, the experimental version of the code
[101]. DRAGON is freely available and can be obtained from [102]. It can run on
any platform that supports a Fortran compiler. The code below was successfully
compiled with gfortran [103]. The modifications to DRAGON can be found on our
DSpace archive: [104] This code is the first stage of the Takahama-3 assembly simu-
lation. A DRAGON input file, henceforth referred to as an input deck, is a collection
of CLE-2000 commands[105]. CLE-2000 is a system of Fortran-like procedures and
commands that support the modular nature of DRAGON by providing it with a
unified and uniform interface. Here, we see an example of variable declaration and
assignment:
REAL Power := 5.00
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The := operator represents assignment, and all CLE-2000 statements must terminate
with a semicolon. White space is insignificant in DRAGON; however, input in column
72 or greater will not be parsed correctly as it can represent a comment, and tab char-
acters will always parse incorrectly and lead to an error. Variables in DRAGON can
be of the typical variety found in most programming languages (integers, characters,
double precision, etc.).
A.2 Linked List Directives
An input deck typically begins with a declaration of user-defined names to be intro-
duced into the program. The LINKED-LIST directive begins a line that contains
the user-defined variables. CLE-2000 can support output into a variety of formats,
including ASCII and binary among others. In the following code segment, NewBurn-
File, a user-defined variable, will contain plain text about the fuel evolution, and
Track will be in a binary format which is more efficient for use by other DRAGON
modules:
LINKED-LIST
ASSMB DISCR LIBRARY CP CALC OUT BURNUP
EDITION ;
SEQASCII NewBurnFile
SEQ_BINARY Track ;
A.3 Importing Modules
The MODULE keyword informs DRAGON which elements of the code are required
for the simulation. The modules here are CLE-2000 keywords; thus LIB: represents
the activation of the cross section library interpolation module. The meaning of the
following modules will be elaborated upon below. Failure to include the module name
in this list will cause an error.
MODULE
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LIB: GEO: EXCELT: SHI: ASM: FLU: EVO: EDI:
DELETE: END: ;
A.4 The LIB: module
The following segment imports the cross section libraries into the input deck.
LIBRARY := LIB: ::
NMIX 6 CIRA WIMS
DEPL LIB: WIMSD4 FIL: jendl3gx
MIXS LIB: WMSD4 FIL: jendl3gx
Now we enter the LIB: module. In the first line, we are assigning the linked list
variable LIBRARY to the output of the LIB: module. The ... indicate that what
follows will be a list of keyword-parameter sublists. For example, the NMIX keyword
represents the number of material mixtures, such as fuel or moderator, to be treated
in the simulation. In this case, there are 6 mixtures. The CTRA keyword refers to
the transport correction to be applied to the cross sections, and in this case, a WIMS-
style correction will be applied since the libraries are WIMS-D4 format[106]. DEPL
here expects the cross section library format, which here is WIMS-D4. DRAGON
can interpret several different library formats, including its own native DRAGLIB
format[811. The user is required to obtain or generate these libraries elsewhere. The
name of the library is user-defined. In this simulation, the 172-group JENDL 3.2
library was used[107]. Note that none of the above code ends in a semicolon. This is
because the entire LIB: module specification is a statement.
A.5 Mixtures
* Water / moderator
MIX 1 600.0 0.7200768
H1H20 = '3001' 11.188
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016H20 = '6016' 88.749
BNat = '1011' 0.0630
Any line that begins with a * is a comment in CLE-2000, and thus DRAGON. The
input deck will crash if the asterisk is not in the first column. The comment informs
us that we are about to define the moderator for the Takahama fuel assembly. The
MIX keyword labels the mixture with an arbitrary integer which must be less than 6,
since NMIX was defined to be 6. The next value is the mixture temperature; thus the
temperature of the water will be 600 K. The final value is the density of the mixture
in g/cc. We would expect the density of water at 600 K to be less than its room
temperature value, and so the value for sample SF97-4 here is about 0.72 g/cc.
The next line shows the elements and submixtures that comprise the full mixture.
The mixtures contained in the LIB: module specify the initial state of the reactor.
The first term in this chain of expressions (e.g., H1H20) is a user-defined synonym
for an ENDF/6-formatted[1081 integer that represents the properties of the element
in question. The last value represents the weight fraction in percent of the element
in the mixture. Thus, we can see that oxygen-16 has a label 016H20, is represented
in ENDF/6 by the string '6016', and has a weight fraction of 11.188% in water. It
is worth noting here that code '1011' represents non-soluble natural boron, which
means that its value is constant throughout the course of the fuel evolution. In this
case, the value is set to 630 ppm.
The user can omit the density of the material, but if this is done, instead of
inputting the weight fraction of the element, the user inputs the number density of
the mixture. This gives added flexibility in cases where the reactor description is
incomplete and the mixture densities are unknown.
* Fuel cladding
MIX 2 600.0 5.821341
CrNat = '52' 0.0010033
FeNat = '2056' 0.0021067
ZrNat = '91' 99.689
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In the above, we can see the mixture specification for the Zircaloy fuel cladding, and
that it is almost all natural zirconium by weight.
If the sum of all of the weight percentage do not equal 100%, DRAGON will
simply renormalize the inputs by the sum.
* U02 fuel mixture
MIX 3 900.0 10.0701
016 = '6016' 11.852
U234 = '234' 0.03526 1
U235 = '2235' 3.622944 1
U238 = '8238' 84.49 1
Pu238 = '948' 0.0 1
Pu239 = '6239' 0.0 1
Pu240 = '1240' 0.0 1
Pu241 = '1241' 0.0 1
Pu242 = '242' 0.0 1
Pu242h = '1242' 0.0 1
U232 = '232' 0.0 1
U232ps = '4232' 0.0 1
U233 = '9233' 0.0 1
U236 = '236' 0.0 1
U237 = '927' 0.0 1
U237ps = '4927' 0.0 1
Np237 = '937' 0.0 1
Np239 = '1939' 0.0 1
Am241 = '951' 0.0 1
Am242 = '1952' 0.0 1
Am242m = '952' 0.0 1
Am243 = '953' 0.0 1
Cm242 = '962' 0.0 1
Cm243 = '963' 0.0 1
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Above, we see the specification for the uranium dioxide fuel mixture at 900 K and
with a density of 10.07 g/cc. Of course, during the evolution of a reactor or assembly,
fuel is consumed and other actinides, such as americium and curium, are produced.
DRAGON will evolve these elements in time, regardless of whether they are specified
as above. We explicitly list them above for 2 reasons. Firstly, notice that for all
the elements save for oxygen, the last value is a "1". This is a self-shielding index,
and it informs DRAGON that the elements sharing the same index must undergo
the self-shielding process together. Since the plutonium isotopes and other higher
actinides are potentially useful for important cross-checks of proper evolution, their
self-shielding must be labeled in the initial state. Oxygen, not being fissile, does not
undergo self-shielding and thus does not require an index (indeed, adding one will
cause an error). The second reason is that it facilitates parsing of the output by the
author's processing programs.
* UO2-Gd2O3 fuel mixture
MIX 4 900.0 10.0701
U234G = '234' 0.016572 2
U235G = '2235' 2.1793 2
U238G = '8238' 80.665 2
Pu238G = '948' 0.0 2
Pu239G = '6239' 0.0 2
Pu240G = '1240' 0.0 2
Pu241G = '1241' 0.0 2
Pu242G = '242' 0.0 2
Pu242hG = '1242' 0.0 2
U232G = '232' 0.0 2
U232psG = '4232' 0.0 2
U233G = '9233' 0.0 2
U236G = '236' 0.0 2
U237G = '927' 0.0 2
U237psG = '4927' 0.0 2
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Np237G = '937' 0.0 2
Np239G = '1939' 0.0 2
Am241G = '951' 0.0 2
Am242G = '1952' 0.0 2
Am242mG = '952' 0.0 2
Am243G = '953' 0.0 2
Cm242G = '962' 0.0 2
Cm243G = '963' 0.0 2
Gd154G = '2154' 0.11720 2
Gd155G = '2155' 0.759 2
Gd156G = '2156' 1.0633 2
Gd157G = '2157' 0.81559 2
Gd158G = '2158' 2.4507 2
016G = '6016' 11.933
Of the 289 (= 17 x 17) fuel rods in the assembly, 25 of them contain borated water,
16 contain a U0 2 -Gd 2 03 mixture, and the rest are U0 2 rods. The above mixture
represents the gadolinium-fuel mixture. It has a lower enrichment (2.63%), which
translates to a weight percentage of about 2.18% as shown above. This illustrates
that the user must compute the weight percentages of each element separately in a
mixture and not merely inputting the fuel enrichment directly. The Gd rods also have
a separate self-shielding index. This has been applied due to the large neutron capture
cross section of Gd, and so the self-shielding procedure employed here requires its own
correction which will be more detailed than that of the regular fuel rods. Again, the
other element are listed despite their null values for ease in future parsing. The
suffix "G" refers to "gadolinium" so that the uranium-235 in the regular fuel rods
("U235" above) can be extracted separately from that in the gadolinium-fuel mixture
("U235G").
* Guide tube material
MIX 5 COMB 2 1.0
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* SF97-4
MIX 6 900.0 10.0701
016T
U234T
U235T
U238T
Pu238T
Pu239T
Pu240T
Pu241T
Pu242T
Pu242hT
U232T
U232psT
U233T
U236T
U237T
U237psT
Np237T
Np239T
Am241T
Am242T
Am242mT
Am243T
Cm242T
Cm243T
11.852
0.03526 1
3.622944 1
84.49 1
0.0 1
0.0 1
0.0 1
0.0 1
0.0 1
0.0 1
= '6016'
= '234'
= '2235'
= '8238'
= '948'
= '6239'
= '1240'
= '1241'
= '242'
= '1242'
= '232' 0.
= '4232'
= '9233'
= '236'
- '927'
= '4927'
= '937'
= '1939'
= '951'
= '1952'
= '952'
= '953'
= '962'
= '963'
1
0.0 1
0.0 1
0.0 1
0.0
0.0 1
0.0 1
0.0 1
0.0 1
0.0 1
0.0 1
0.0 1
0.0 1
1
Mixture 5 is, like mixture 2, composed of Zircaloy. Because it is not interesting
to study the behavior of the components of this material, we can merely copy the
composition from mixture 2 with the COMB (for combine) keyword. The value of
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0 1
0.0
1.0 means that mixture 5 is made 100% of mixture 2.
Mixture 6 represents the fuel rod of interest; in this case, it is rod SF97-4. The
suffix here is "T" for "target rod". It is simple for DRAGON to simulate a fuel rod, or
to simulate a full assembly. However, to extract details about a particular rod within a
fuel assembly required the specification of a mixture representing the rod of interest.
Then, as will be shown below, this target mixture will be assigned the required
location in the reactor geometry. Since this mixture is otherwise indistinguishable
from mixture 3, it is unnecessary to use a new self-shielding index. Thus to extract
details for rod SF97-4, in the DRAGON output, we can search for inventory records
labeled with "T".
In a real fuel evolution/depletion calculation, it may be necessary to change the
values of various mixtures as a function of time or burnup. For example, the thermal
power and boron will fluctuate over the course of a fuel cycle. The LIB: module
contains a special mode to enable this behavior. See the DRAGON User Manual,
section 3.2.7[109].
Finally, note that the semicolon is only written at the very end of the LIB: module.
A.6 Assembly Geometry
We now illustrate the specification of the assembly geometry in DRAGON.
* Cl: Fuel Cell (UO2)
* C2: Guide Tube (Zircaloy)
* C3: Water bath (0.0538 cm thick)
* C4: Corner water bath
* C5: Fuel Cell (UO2-Gd2O3)
* C6: Water bath (0.0538 cm thick)
* CX: SF-97 (Target for benchmark)
* CY: SF-97 (Target for benchmark)
* CZ: SF-97 (Target for benchmark)
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ASSMB := GEO:
CAR2D 10 10
X- DIAG X+ REFL Y- SYME Y+ DIAG
CELL C2 C1 C1 C2 C1 C5 C2 C1 CX C3
C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C3
C5 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 C3
C2 C1 C1 C2 C1 C1 C3
C1 C1 C5 C1 C1 C3
C2 C1 C1 C1 C3
C1 C1 C1 C3
C1 C1 C3
C1 C3
C4
Now that we've specified the fuel mixtures, we can set the physical location of these
mixtures in our assembly. For this, we use the GEO: module, which we assign to
the variable ASSMB. We begin by labeling the shape of our assembly; in this case, it
is a CAR2D, for 2-dimensional Cartesian shape (i.e., rectangular grid of rods). The
directive above means that we are defining a 10 x 10 arrangement of rods. The items
labeled CN are the individual fuel rods, which will themselves be specified next.
The next line is the all-important declaration of boundary conditions (BCs). To
understand them, first note that in fact we have only shown an eighth of the assembly
above. We must describe to DRAGON how we would like to "unfold" this assembly
until we reach its full size. It is obvious that we would like to exploit the symmetry
along the diagonal. To do this, we use the expression "X- DIAG Y+ DIAG". Here,
"X-" means "incoming from the negative-X surface", which in this case is the left
side of the above arrangement. Likewise, "Y+" means "incoming from the positive-
Y surface". The combination of these two commands then instructs DRAGON to
reflect the arrangement about a line passing through the upper left. It also means
that DRAGON should reflect the assembly through the positive-Y and negative-X
surfaces. Thus the assembly begins to unfold "upwards" and "towards the left". A
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natural question then is: do we copy the diagonal itself in this reflection, or do we
merely copy around the diagonal? If we want the former, we would use the SSYM
keyword, but we do not wish to duplicate the diagonal, so we use the SYME keyword.
The "Y-" here means to reflect though a surface coming from the negative-Y direction
(i.e., the bottom of the arrangement).
How do we get a 17 x 17 assembly from these BCs? To see, for a moment let
us ignore the C3 and C4 cells above and pretend that we had instead specified a
9 x 9 Cartesian shape (CAR2D 9 9). Upon reflection through the diagonal using the
SYME keyword would give us an assembly of dimensions 2 - 9 - 1 x 2 - 9 - 1 (we
subtracted since the diagonal was not duplicated), or a 17 x 17 assembly. Finally,
"X+" means "place a reflecting surface on the positive-X surface". So the assembly
begins to unfold upwards, downwards, and to the left, and on each surface, there is
a reflecting BC. Cells C3 and C4 are very small cells meant to represent the very
thin water bath surrounding the assembly, and so the assembly maintains its 17 x 17
shape even though technically it is 18 x 18.
::: C1 := GEO: CARCEL 2
MvEBHX 0.0 1.265 MESHY 0.0 1.265
RADIUS 0.0 0.4025 0.475 MIX 3 2 1 SPLITR 2 1
We now enumerate the properties of the individual cells making up our assembly.
The ":::" operator tells DRAGON that this object is within the scope of the overall
GEO: declaration. C1 is defined to be a CARCEL, meaning Cartesian cell. This is
a square cell containing a series of cylindrical pins. MESHX/Y give the dimensions
of the surrounding square cell in centimeters. RADIUS expects an array of numbers
delineating the annular boundaries between regions in the cell. Thus we can see that
this cell will be split into 3 regions, with the radius varying from [0..0.4025], [0.4025,
0.475], and [0.475, edge of cell]. Now we must assign a mixture to each region, and
we do this in the same order that the regions were defined. Recall that mixture 3
was the U0 2 fuel, mixture 2 was the cladding, and mixture 1 was the moderator. We
can see that the cell now consists of an inner fuel region surrounded with cladding,
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which is in turn surrounded by water. Finally, SPLITR will split the cell radially in
the the specified number of subregions. This is done to increase discretization which
is important in mixtures that require extensive self-shielding. SPLITR 2 1 means to
split the innermost (fuel) region into 2 regions, and to split the cladding into 1 region
(i.e., not to split it at all). The default value for splitting is 1, which is why the
outermost region did not have to be specified. We can see that C1 is our fuel cell in
the configuration above.
C2 := GEO: CARCEL 2
MESHX 0.0 1.265 MEBHY 0.0 1.265
RADIUS 0.0 0.573 0.613
MIX 1 5 1 SPLITR 2 1
C3 := GEO: CAR2D 1 1
MESHX 1.265 1.3188 MEHY 0.0 1.265
MIX 1 ;
: C4 = GEO: CAR2D 1 1
MEHX 1.265 1.3188 MESHY 1.265 1.3188
MIX 1 ;
As mentioned previously, C3 and C4 are the "water bath" cells with a thickness of
0.0538 cm. We can see in the specification of MESHX/Y that only the ox of the
mesh (size) of the cell is important to specify. Also, we can see that geometries can
be defined recursively; C3 and C4 are of type CAR2D, which are both themselves
embedded in a larger CAR2D structure. This allows for a variety of complicated
reactor geometries.
:: C5 = GEO: CARCEL 2
MESHX 0.0 1.265 MESHY 0.0 1.265
RADIUS 0.0 0.4025 0.475 MIX 4 2
CX GEO: CARCEL 2
MEEHX 0.0 1.265 MESHY 0.0 1.265
RADIUS 0.0 0.4025 0.475 MIX 6 2
1 SPLITR 2 1
SPLITR 8 1
1 ;
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Cell CX is the fuel rod we wish to model, SF97-4. Recall that we have to define
a unique mixture (here, 6) as well as a unique cell to extract useful data from a
particular rod. We have chosen a high radial splitting to ensure that self-shielding
effects are taken into account.
Notice that each cell definition as well as the overall GEO: declaration must end
with a semicolon.
A.7 Tracking
We now specify the tracking parameters.
DISCR Track := EXCELT: ASSMB
TRAK TISO 10 12.0 ;
The variable DISCR will contain the output of the EXCELT: module, and the file
Track will contain a record of Tracking parameters for later debugging. It can be
omitted if desired. The tracking module requires at the very minimum one argu-
ment, which is a GEO: object. The TRAK TISO command tells DRAGON to use
isotropic reflection at any boundaries in the assembly. The first value after TISO is
the angular quadrature parameter, and the final value is the integration line density.
To understand these, we can imagine that the tracking module replaces our reactor
geometry with sets of lines. These lines are all parallel with one another, and have a
density specified in inverse centimeters. These lines represent the paths of neutrons
through the assembly, and using the mixture information from the geometry defini-
tion, DRAGON can determine which materials a given neutron on a certain path will
interact with. We can also take our set of lines and rotate through some fixed angle
and repeat this process. In this way, we can cover the entire assembly with neutron
paths which will later be used in calculating collision probabilities and neutron fluxes.
The fixed angle is the angular quadrature parameter, and means that in this case, the
tracking module must generate 10 sets of lines (each undergoing successive rotations
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of 360 / 10 = 360), and their density is 12 lines per cm. Increasing either of these
parameters will enable a more detailed and accurate simulation, at the cost of longer
running times.
We can see here an instance of DRAGON's modularity in action. Had we decided
to use one of the many other tracking modules in DRAGON, only the above code
would have to change.
A.8 Self-shielding, Collision Probabilities, and Flux
SHI: is the self-shielding module used in DRAGON version 3.
LIBRARY := SHI: LIBRARY DISCR Track :: LEVE 1
DRAGON version 4 has a more sophisticated module for self-shielding, USS: (for
universal self-shielding), however, for the Takahama-3 simulation of SF97, the SHI:
module was found to be sufficient. It modifies the cross section library; this is rep-
resented in DRAGON by assigning the results of applying SHI: to LIBRARY and
storing the result back into LIBRARY. The LEVE 1 option allows the different self-
shielding indices from the LIB: module.
CP := ASM: LIBRARY DISCR Track
The ASM: module calculates collision probabilities, and takes a cross section library
and tracking parameters as arguments.
CALC := FLU: CP LIBRARY DISCR :: TYPE K
The FLU: module takes the collision probabilities from the previous step and uses
them, along with the tracking and libraries, to compute the neutron flux. The TYPE
keyword here takes the value of K, implying that Keff is the eigenvalue to be solved
for in the multigroup neutron transport equation. The evolution of Keff is a useful
cross-check in cases where this information is available.
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A.9 Fuel Depletion
The EVO: module evolves the fuel concentrations in time.
BURNUP LIBRARY := EVO: LIBRARY CALC DISCR
EDIT -2 DEPL 7.17118E-07 DAY
FOWR <<Power>> ;
The last module that we will consider is the EVO: module, which evolves the fuel
inventories in time. It requires the current value of the neutron flux (CALC), the
tracking (DISCR) and the current values of the component inventories (LIBRARY).
The LIBRARY variable, and all of the mixtures that it contains, is evolved for a
certain length of time. The POWR keyword indicates that the fuel evolution will
be done at a constant power. The brackets are CLE-2000 syntax for interpolating
a variable's value. The value of the POWR keyword must be the specific power,
which is given in units of power per initial mass of heavy metal. The DEPL keyword
requires the length of time required for evolution, in this case specified in days. The
EDIT -2 directive is unique to the author's code; it informs DRAGON that fission
rate calculations are to be performed and output.
NewBurnFile BURNUP;
END:
QUIT "LIST"
After the fuel evolution, the details of the evolution can be output in a file labeled
NewBurnFile, a user-declared variable. This can then be passed onto subsequent
calculations, and illustrates how to control output from DRAGON.
A.10 Modifications for Fission Rates
The modifications here refer to DRAGON version 3.06H and were suggested by the
principal code author, Guy Marleau. The code changes involve the files EVODRV.f
and EVOSIG.f. Here, we only discuss the change in EVOSIG.f since the changes in
EVODRV.f only generate a new parameter in the fuel evolution module, EVO:. In
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the source file EVOSIG.f, one can take the microscopic reaction rates (the rate per
atom). for fissions for a particular isotope and multiply this by the number of atoms
of this isotope to get the macroscopic fission rates:
fi(t) = Ni(t)Rj(t) = pj(t)VRi(t) (A.1)
Here, pi(t) is the number density of the ith fissioning isotope, V is the volume of the
reactor element, and R,(t) is the microscopic reaction rate. The corresponding lines
in EVOSIG.f are:
*
* Print microscopic and total fission rate
* -
IF(IMPX .LE. -2) THEN
WRITE(IOUT, 6000)
DO ICMB=1,NCOMB
IBM=MILVO(ICMB)
WRITE(IOUT,6001) IBM
DO IST=1,NVAR
LFISS=.FALSE.
DO IFIS=1,NFISS
LFISS=LFISS.OR. (KFISS (IFIS ).EQ. IST)
ENDDO
IF (LFISS) THEN
K=JM(IBM, IST)
IF(K.GT.0) THEN
IS=IST
FACT=DEN(K) *VX(IBM)
IF (INR.NE.0) THEN
WRITE(HNAMIS, '(2A4) ') (ISONAM(I0 ,K) ,I0=1,2)
WRITE(IOUT,6002) HNAMIS,SIG(IS,1 , IBM)*1.E-8,
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> SIG (IS ,1 , IBM)*FACT*1.0 E16
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDIF
RETURN
This snippet adds a new option to EVO: that will calculate the fission rates if the
input parameter is -2. The full code changes can be found on our DSpace archive.
[1041
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Appendix B
Using Antineutrinos For Nuclear
Nonproliferation
Neutrinos carry no charge, have little if any mass, and have practically
no observable effects. Their range in matter is so great that their energy
cannot be utilized. They have no present practical importance.
-Nuclear Chemical Engineering[110], 1981 edition
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the history of the neutrino and that of the nuclear reactor
are intertwined. In this appendix, we discuss performing neutrino spectroscopy on
nuclear reactors, a non-invasive technique that allows us to observe changes in reac-
tor fuel composition by detecting the antineutrinos released from the fission process.
The focus here will be upon the use of reactor simulations to aid with neutrino spec-
troscopy. We begin with a discussion of the SONGS1 experiment[24] which provided
a clear observation of changes in antineutrino emission rate due to fuel evolution. We
show results of DRAGON simulations used to model the core of the SONGS Unit 2
reactor. This exercise was particularly important in establishing that the modified
DRAGON code could reproduce the burnup effect.
We then move to a discussion of using the Double Chooz far detector to further
the goals of the IAEA Safeguards Regime. We produce three different sets of fission
rates and pass them to the Double Chooz MC. The simulated detected spectra are
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then subjected to a Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test to judge to which degree the
scenarios are distinguishable.
B.1 Neutrino Spectroscopy with Reactors
The goals of those who seek nuclear nonproliferation are best summarized in the
IAEA Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT)[111]. The document specifies as a goal, among
many others,
to prevent diversion of nuclear energy from peaceful uses to nuclear
weapons or other nuclear explosive devices.
The question of how to balance a nation's peaceful use of nuclear power with the
concomitant threat of nuclear proliferation is an important one, but as concerned
scientists, our effort is focused not on diplomacy, but on providing tools that can
prevent the dispersal of nuclear weapons as well as enable monitoring of existing
nuclear material. We further confine our attention to the monitoring of fissionable
material from nuclear reactors. Typical methods for monitoring the fuel in a reactor
are invasive and not-real time. They involve waiting until the core shutdown to invite
inspectors to examine tags and seals on fuel assemblies. They may also include video
surveillance of spent fuel or even counting of fuel rods in the fuel assemblies [112]. In
addition, these methods do not directly measure the fuel[24].
In light of these indirect methods of monitoring the fuel, reactor antineutrinos
offer an alternative approach. In each fission, approximately 5% of the r:: 200 MeV of
energy released is carried away by electron antineutrinos[82]. These antineutrinos are
emitted isotropically and pass through the reactor containment without attenuation.
Although the energy taken away by antineutrinos is unrecoverable for nuclear reactors,
the energy spectrum of these antineutrinos is still useful. As shown in Figure B-1,
antineutrinos emitted from fission products of 231U have a different energy spectrum
from those from 2 39 Pu. As the reactor fuel composition changes, we would expect to
see a spectral distortion due to the relative amounts of uranium and plutonium in
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Figure B-1: Energy spectrum of detected reactor antineutrinos.
the core; this is called the burnup effect. In fact, the emitted antineutrino rate from
a reactor is given by
dN 10
=(v fk(t) IBD(Ev)S(Ev)dE (B.1)
k Eth
Here, the threshold energy Eth for inverse beta decay is 1.806 MeV (the upper limit
of 10 MeV is sufficient since very few reactor antineutrinos have energies above this
value), the Sk are the neutrino energy spectra for the kth isotope, and the fk are the
instantaneous fission rate for the kth isotope. Thus, an accurate determination of
the fission rates fk are required to measure the antineutrino rate. However, as will
be elaborated in the following section, it is possible to do a relative measurement by
comparing the rates to, for example, their initial value.
The method outlined above is the essence of neutrino spectroscopy. One particular
advantage of this method is that it does not require that the reactor be shut down in
order to monitor the fuel evolution; in fact, since antineutrinos are being continually
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emitted from the reactor core, this method allows for a non-invasive real-time monitor
of the core. This method was first suggested in the 1970s by Mikaelyan[113], and
much of the recent work in the field been both theoretical[1 14] and experimental[24,
112, 115]. We now turn to SONGS1, a recent experiment carried out by Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) and Sandia National Laboratory (SNL).
B.2 Close Range Core Monitoring With SONGS1
B.2.1 SONGS: Reactor and Detector
The San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, or SONGS, is the name of both a nuclear
power plant as well as an antineutrino experiment. Of the two reactors at the power
plant, only one (Unit 2) was used in the experiment. Like the Takahama-3 reactor
and the Chooz BI and B2 reactors, SONGS Unit 2 is a PWR. It contains 217 fuel
assemblies for a total power output of 3.4 GWth. The fuel assembly is a 16 x 16
design; 236 of the 256 rods are fuel rods, while the remaining space in the assembly
is used for control rods. See Figures B-2 and B-3 for details of the core layout. We
now move to a description of the SONGS1 detector.
The SONGS experiment[32] sought to observe changes in reactor fuel composi-
tion through examining changes in the emitted antineutrino flux. In particular, the
immediate goal was to make measurement of the antineutrino rate. The ultimate
goal of this type of experiment would be to observation fuel evolution from a detector
far from the reactor (0(100 km)); however, to illustrate the proof of concept, the
SONGS1 antineutrino detector was placed 24.5 m from the Unit 2 reactor core in
the reactor tendon gallery (see Figure B-4), which contained steel tendons used for
adjusting and inspecting steel tendons used to support the reactor containment[24].
The detector was 149 m from the Unit 3 reactor, and so it was estimated[32] that
97% of the detected antineutrinos would be from the closer Unit 2. The advantages
to this location include the fact that it was outside of the containment region yet
close enough to the core to see a large antineutrino flux. Also, the detector would not
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Figure B-2: SONGS Unit 2 core map. Each square is a fuel assembly. The blue fuel
is fresh, the yellow fuel has passed through one fuel cycle, and the red fuel has been
through two fuel cycles. Taken from [23].
Figure B-3: SONGS Unit 2 assembly. This is a CE design. Taken from [23].
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Figure B-4: The SONGS detector location in the core. The red circle locates the
detector in the reactor tendon gallery. Taken from [23].
interfere with daily operations and maintenance of the reactor and would not need
maintenance itself for months at a time[32].
A schematic of the detector appears in Figure B-5. Like Double Chooz and other
reactor antineutrino detectors, SONGS1 used a Gd-doped liquid scintillator from
the Palo Verde experiment[32, 3] to detect antineutrinos through a prompt positron
annihilation event along with a delayed neutron capture event. The detector is more
compact than Double Chooz, containing only 0.64 ton of scintillator. The inner target
is divided into four cells, each containing the doped scintillator along with 2 PMTs.
The target is surrounded by a passive polyethylene shielding to reduce neutron flux
and gamma rays[32]. Surrounding the shielding is a set of plastic scintillator muon
veto paddles. As the detector is 10 m below the surface, the cosmic muon flux was
reduced by a factor of 7. As the goal of SONGS1 was to observe changes in the
antineutrino rate due to fuel depletion and reloading, a relative measurement of the
rate could be performed, given that the detector response was stable in time[32].
Indeed, due to difficulties in measuring the detector volume, the detection efficiency
is only known to the 10% level, making an absolute measurement out of the question.
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Figure B-5: The SONGS1 antineutrino detector. Taken from [23].
The total detection efficiency for antineutrinos was given as 10.7 ± 1.5% [24].
B.2.2 Data Analysis and Results
The experiment took data between June 2005 and November 2006. What follows is a
description of the antineutrino event selection[24]. Each of the four cells was treated as
an individual detector; each cell had to measure energies above a prompt and delayed
energy threshold, and simultaneous energy depositions in neighboring cells are not
taken into account[32]. Prompt events must be in the range of (2.39, 9) MeV while
delayed events are in the range (3.5, 10) MeV. For each of the four cells in the detector,
there was a cut placed that rejected events that had an uneven light distribution
between the 2 PMTs in the cell. The experiment did not distinguish between prompt-
delayed pairs that were actually antineutrino events and from correlated backgrounds
that mimicked the signal; instead, an interevent time spectrum was created. In
Figure B-6, we can see this spectrum plotted for all correlated events that satisfied
the above criteria. The steeper exponential has a time constant of ~ 28ps, consistent
with neutrons capturing on Gd [24].
In Figure B-7, we see SONGS1's evidence for a change in the antineutrino rate
due to two sources: the evolution of the fuel itself causing a gradual decrease in
the rate (a so-called "slope" change) and a much more dramatic change due to fuel
reloading (a "step" change). The detector saw evidence for a change in antineutrino
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Figure B-6: A sample interevent spectrum from SONGS1. Taken from [24].
rate due to the removal of 250 kg of plutonium and the addition of 1.5 tons of
uranium after the shutdown period[24]. The figure also shows a predicted rate using
the ORIGEN/SCALE[116, 117] simulation package. The code was able to predict the
slope but required a one-parameter fit to match the data. We show in the next section
the use of the DRAGON code to do a similar fit as another way of verifying the use
of the modifications made to the code to produce fission rates. SONGS1 provided us,
with a way to predict "slope" information while the Takahama benchmark provided
us with a way to test absolute predictions (see Chapter 4).
B.2.3 Fission Rate Prediction from DRAGON
Southern California Electric (SCE), the power company that operates the SONGS
reactor, provided us with the output of their reactor simulations that used the code
SIMULATE-3[118]. This code is used for safety calculations as well as to provide
an inventory prediction. The DRAGON code only simulates fuel assemblies, and so
a full-core simulation with this code is not possible since it would treat each fuel
assembly independently. However, in an approximation to a full-core calculation, we
can perform a pseudo-core simulation with DRAGON if we supplement the simulation
with extra information. The SIMULATE-3 calculation provides this information[71].
From SIMULATE-3, a factor was derived that weights each assembly by its power
output. Thus, the outputs of the SIMULATE-3 code were used as inputs to DRAGON
to predict the overall fission rates of the core, and ultimately, the antineutrino flux.
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Figure B-7: Observation of antineutrino changes due to fuel evolution and reloading.
The top frame shows the Unit 2 thermal power; the middle frame shows a clear
tracking of the antineutrino rate; the bottom frame shows a zoom-in to the middle
frame to make the change more clearly visible. Taken from [24].
A summary of the inputs used in this simulation are shown in Table B.2. The
initial fuel loadings were taken from the proprietary SIMULATE-3 outputs. A 2%
error on the thermal power was assumed. 650 days of reactor evolution were sim-
ulated. The total fission rate prediction is a sum of each fission rate in each fuel
assembly. The fission rates obtained are shown in Figure B-9. As a cross-check, we
compute the computed thermal power from DRAGON; this is shown in Figure B-8.
The "reconstructed" thermal power is defined as Pth = Ek fkEk. The energies per
fission Ek are shown in Table B.1, and only the isotopes 2 3 5U, 238U, 2 39 Pu, and 24 1Pu.
The slight decrease shown in the curve is due to production of other actinides that
contribute less than 0.001% to the total power output.
To compute the detected antineutrino rate, we use equation B.1, with the addi-
tional parameters found in Table B.3. For the Sk, we use a parameterization provided
by Vogel and Engel[33] whose values are shown in Table B.4, and for the inverse beta
decay cross section, we use the parameterization given in [73]. The DRAGON pre-
diction with data is shown in Figure B-10. A prediction was made for each cycle. To
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Figure B-8: DRAGON prediction of SONGS thermal power.
Isotope Value
235U 202.63 MeV
238U 212.17 MeV
2Pu 211.43 MeV
24 1Pu 213.99 MeV
Table B.1: Energy released per fission used by the DRAGON code, from [31].
Input
Fuel density
Cell pitch
Pellet radius
Helium gap radius
ZR-4 cladding
Cladding radius
Average moderator temperature
Average boron loading
Fuel rod height
Value
10.412 g/cc
1.285 cm
0.4134 cm
0.422 cm
p = 6.56 g/cc
0.485 cm
578.19 K
600 ppm
381 cm
Average of
Source
[1191
[71]
[71]
[71]
[1201
[71]
inlet and outlet temperatures
Estimate
[711
Table B.2: SONGS simulations for DRAGON.
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Figure B-9: DRAGON fission rate prediction for SONGS.
Input Value
Detection efficiency 10.7%1±,-1%
Distance to reactor 24.5 ±1.0 m
Number of target protons -4.35 X 1028
Table B.3: Detector parameters for the SONGS antineutrino flux prediction. Taken
from [32].
avoid cluttering the figure, only the Cycle 13 prediction is shown because the predic-
tions are very similar. The data from SONGS1 was monthly-averaged and plotted.
The data taking began during the second half of Cycle 12 (data on the right-side of
the graph) and continued through the first half of Cycle 13 (set of data on the left
side of the graph). Thus, the time axis recorded the number of days into the current
fuel cycle. The good agreement between the DRAGON prediction and the data gave
us confidence that the fission rate modifications were sufficient to predict the burnup
effect. Together with the Takahama benchmark from Chapter 4, we can conclude
that DRAGON is certainly adequate to compute fission rates at the assembly level,
and given supplementary information, it can go beyond this. Now we turn to another
nonproliferation exercise, one that focuses on the abilities of the Double Chooz MC.
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Figure B-10: DRAGON rate prediction with SONGS1 data. The time axis shows the
number of days into the current fuel cycle.
Isotope ao ai a 2
2U 0.870 -0.160 -0.0910
238U 0.976 -0.162 -0.0790
MPu 0.896 -0.239 -0.0981
24'Pu 0.793 -0.080 -0.1085
Table B.4: Fit parameters for the Sk, taken from [33].
B.3 Using the Double Chooz Far Detector for Non-
proliferation
In the previous section, we detailed the use of a liquid scintillator-based antineutrino
detector in performing a real-time non-invasive assay of a reactor core. We now
discuss the similar use of the Double Chooz far detector (FD) for this purpose. The
FD is 1.05 km from the two reactors, but we will generate a high-statistics MC
sample to simulate a much closer detector on par with that of the SONGS detector.
In addition, we take advantage of spectral measurements that can be performed with
the FD. We outline three illicit production scenarios that can simulate increased
production of plutonium while keeping the total reactor power output constant. We
will demonstrate the degree to which these modified spectra can be distinguished
from a baseline case.
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B.3.1 Illicit Production Scenarios
For this simulation, a 2.7 GWth reactor was used, similar to the Takahama-3 reactor
presented in Chapter 4. The core contained 205 fuel assemblies, each having a 17 x
17 design. A comparison of the SONGS detector and the Double Chooz Far Detector
appears in Table B.5. We used the power evolution and inferred fuel loading of the
Chooz B2 reactor during its Cycle 12, which began in November 2010 and continued
through September 2011. We examined three scenarios: a baseline scenario, a "steel
scenario" where the water in the water channels in each fuel assembly was replaced
with SS304, and a "B4C" scenario where the water is replaced with B4C (boron
carbide). Since it would be difficult to replace each fuel assembly's water channels
with SS304 or B4C, these simulations are not practical in an actual reactor since
such modification would invite suspicion. However, the scenarios are included in or-
der to study the extreme effects on the detected energy spectrum, and to perform
essentially a sensitivity study around the baseline scenario. As shown in Figure B-11,
these changes will tend to suppress the thermal neutron flux in the reactor while in-
creasing the epithermal flux that causes neutron capture on SU and thus production
of plutonium.
The same initial fuel loading of 116 T is used for all three simulations, and all
three scenarios are evolved with the same reactor thermal power history, focusing on a
month-long period from day 175 of Cycle 12 to day 205. Thus, as shown in Figure B-
12, the total fission rate for each scenario is the same, removing the possibility of
looking at power fluctuations to discover the illicit production. However, the fission
rates of the individual fuel isotopes are shown in Figures B-13, B-14, B-15, and B-16.
In these, we can see the effect of the different scenario choices on the fission rates.
As expected, the 11 5U fission rates are reduced due to the reduction of thermal flux,
whereas the 2 8 U fission rates, which are caused by - 1 MeV neutrons, are increased.
In Figures B-17, B-18, B-19, and B-20, we show the fuel inventories over this period
for the three scenarios. The fuel inventories at the end of the simulation are shown
in B.6. For the steel scenario, approximately 0.1 T of plutonium are produced over the
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Detector Scintillator Mass [T] Baseline [m] daily F, Rate
SONGS 0.64 24.5 3800
Double Chooz Far Detector 8.2 1050 42
Table B.5: Comparison of SONGS and Double Chooz Far Detector.
Scenario M235  M238 M239  M241
Base 2.361 112.2 0.601 0.0951
SS304 2.417 112.1 0.695 0.109
B4C 2615 111.5 1.076 0.130
Table B.6: Fuel inventories at end of simulation for each scenario, in metric tons.
baseline case, whereas for the B4C case, nearly 0.51 T is produced over the baseline
case.
B.3.2 Double Chooz Detector Monte Carlo
The relevant features of the Double Chooz Monte Carlo (DCMC) employed in this
exercise were outlined in Chapter 2. After the three sets of fission rates were gener-
ated with DRAGON, they were passed to DCRxtrTools (see Chapter 5), where the
unoscillated antineutrino flux is output for each run in the interval that the fission
rates were generated. The simulations were performed at 1000x statistics; since the
FD is 1.05 km from the reactors, this high-statistics sample is equivalent to having
the FD be a distance of approximately 33 m from the simulated reactor. This is com-
parable with the 24.5 m baseline for the SONGS experiment presented in the previous
section. The selection criteria are the same as those used for the first publication,
and have already been outlined in Chapter 6. In particular, the energy-dependent
and z-axis-dependent calibration corrections have been applied.
B.3.3 Non-observation of the Burnup Effect
Even though we are studying the use of spectral measurements in this section, it is
important to investigate whether or not we see a shift in the overall normalization
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Figure B-12: Total fission rate for the three scenarios.
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Figure B-13: 235U fission rate for the three scenarios.
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Figure B-14: 23 8U fission rate for the three scenarios.
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Figure B-15: 239 Pu fission rate for the three scenarios.
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Figure B-16: 241 Pu fission rate for the three scenarios.
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Figure B-18: 2 38U inventory for the three scenarios.
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Figure B-20: 24 1Pu inventory for the three scenarios.
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Figure B-21: Comparison of two spectra separated by 1 month.
of the spectra due to the burnup effect. Two prompt spectra were simulated for 17
hours and 20,000 events each in the base scenario separated by a month in time.
In Figure B-21, we show the ratio of the first prompt spectrum to the later prompt
spectra. In the figure, a best fit constant line shows that the shift is 0.993185 ± 0.01,
which is consistent with unity and thus no observation of the burnup effect.
B.3.4 Inference of Diverted Plutonium
With the fission rates from DRAGON generated, we can examine the feasibility of
distinguishing diverted spectra from the different scenarios as reported above. In this
section, we explore the effects of the two scenarios on the prompt energy spectra
as well as the possibility of a systematic drift in the detector energy scale on the
results. We also examine systematic shifts of ±1%. For each of the three scenarios,
515 Double Chooz runs were simulated, corresponding to 29.6 days of data from day
175 to 205. Nearly 510,000 antineutrino events were produced.
In Figure B-22 we show the three spectra. The error bars are difficult to see
in the figure; since the 510,000 events are placed into 9 bins, the error per bin is
approximately 1/ 510, 000/9 = 0.42%. We perform a Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S)
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Figure B-22: Scenario spectra.
test to evaluate the distinction between the pairs of scenarios. For the baseline-to-
steel distinction, the test should yield a high probability, meaning that the two spectra
could in fact be drawn from the same sample. Indeed, the ROOT K-S test yields 48%.
For the baseline-to-B4C case, the test yields a probability of 0.3%, meaning that the
two spectra are certainly distinct.
However, with a spectral measurement, we must consider the detector energy
scale. To accomplish this, for each event in the baseline scenario, we scale the prompt
energy by i1%, creating a 1% systematic uncertainty band as shown in Figure B-
23. In the figure, we see that most of the spectra are contained within the band.
Thus, it is difficult to distinguish a change in spectrum due to fuel diversion from
the uncertainty of the energy scale. We note here that the Double Chooz energy
scale is known to 0.8%. We conclude that spectral information in this simple manner
requires a detector with an energy scale uncertainty much better than 1%. However,
it is possible that this simple approach could be more successful by combining this
information with other sources. In addition, performing more simulations at later
times in the fuel cycle, when the illicit production is maximized, may improve this
test.
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Figure B-23: Scenario spectra with 1% energy scale uncertainty band.
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Appendix C
AFA3G Sensitivity Study With
DRAGON
In this section, we show the results of the sensitivity study performed on the APOLLO
AFA 3G comparison presented in Chapter 5. This study is similar to the one done
for Takahama-3, except in the present case, it is comparing simulation to simulation
(DRAGON to APOLLO). Both Chooz BI and B2 contain 205 fuel assemblies. Of
these, 204 of those in BI and 200 of those in B2 are of the Areva-Framatone type
AFA-3GL, and thus we can compute assembly-level fission rate errors based on the
given parameters for this type. Analogous to the Takahama-3 simulation, we varied
one parameter at a time and examine the corresponding effect on the fission rates.
These parameters are shown beginning with Table C.1.
A large fraction of the assemblies contain Gd 2 O3 -UO 2 burnable absorber rods.
Parameter Variation
Thermal Power i0.7%
Fuel Temperature ±200 K
Moderator Temperature t30 K
Moderator Density t6%
Boron Concentration ±1.4%
Table C.1: Parameter variations for fission rates.
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Since gadolinium has an extremely high thermal neutron capture cross section, its
effect on the neutron flux in the assembly is non-negligible, and so we provide error
tables for both Gd-loaded and non-Gd loaded tables.
For the AFA-3GL without Gd, the fission rate variations are shown in Figures C-1,
C-2, C-3, C-4. Concrete values for a particular moment in time is listed in Table C.2.
This table shows the fission rate variations taking place on day 362 of the simulation
at a burnup of 14315 MWd/T.
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Assembly-level sensitivity study of AFA 3G APOLLO simulation with
The first data-taking period extended from April 13, 2011 to September 18, 2011.
For cores B1 and B2, Cycle 12 began on September 6, 2010 and November 22, 2010,
respectively.
In the actual cores, the assemblies begin with a variety of fuel compositions based
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Figure C-3: Assembly-level sensitivity study of AFA 3G APOLLO simulation with
DRAGON.
on the amount of irradiation they have received. The assemblies can be broadly
categorized into 3 types: fresh fuel, once-burned (passed through one fuel cycle),
and twice-burned (passed through the previous two cycles). For the purposes of
illustration, we show the results for core B1. For B1, the total error at the beginning
of the data-taking period are shown beginning with Table C.3. The contributions to
the error were assumed to be independent in order to make a conservative estimate
of the total error. It must be noted, however, that implicit in these calculations is
the fact that DRAGON is a lattice code, and so these errors neglect the influence of
neighboring fuel assemblies.
Regardless of the presence of Gd in the assembly, the moderator density provides
the largest systematic uncertainty. This is not surprising given that the Chooz reac-
tors are PWRs which require a high thermal neutron flux. A denser water moderator
would thermalize neutrons more readily, increasing the fission rate for 235U. Similar
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Variation 3u 238U 239 Pu 21Pu
Mod.Temp +30-K -A.375835 0.0593707 0.620594 20664
Mod.Temp -30 K 0.387647 -0.0499468 -0.650382 -2.10309
Fuel Temp-. 200 K 075596 0495698 '37524' 1 70224
Fuel Temp. -200 K 0.823615 -0.535278 -1.52666 -1.93936
Bon1.5%34362 018741 Q.0347533 00,762195
Boron -1.5% 0.0451002 -0.109317 -0.0620594 -0.0733966
Moderatot Densit +6% 1-4926 -3.95899 -2.03058 -2.49548
Moderator Density -6% -1.58388 4.38401 2.1274 2.50113
Thermal Power +0.7% 0.452076 0.801975 1.10962 2.04664
Thermal Power -0.7% -0.441338 -0.783127 -1.1121 -2.01276
Table C.2: AFA-3GL fission
= 14315 MWd/T)
rate percent variations at day 362 of simulations (burnup
Isotope Uncertainty (4/13/2011)
2M U 1.35%
238U 4.11%
29Pu 3.37%
2A1Pu 5.75%
Uncertainty (9/18/2011)
1.77%
4.07%
2.76%
4.19%
Table C.3: Fresh fuel AFA-3GL errors: B1
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Figure C-4: Assembly-level sensitivity study of AFA 3G APOLLO simulation with
DRAGON.
logic applies to the moderator temperature, which is completely correlated with its
density. However, increasing the moderator temperature will decrease its density,
since the water is kept at constant (15 MPa) pressure.
Since "8U is only fissionable with neutrons in the MeV range, reducing the mod-
erator density or temperature will only increase the flux of epithermal neutrons, in-
creasing the "8U fission rate. Since 2 9 Pu and 2 Pu are by-products of 238 U fissions,
we can see that their deviations follow the same trend.
Increasing the fuel temperature gives more energy to neutrons in the fuel pin,
which takes them from the thermal to the epithermal energy spectrum. By this
argument, we can understand the decrease in 1 35U fission rate, and consequent increase
in the 28 U fission rate.
Since boron is a strong neutron poison in a reactor, increasing its concentration
leads to a decrease in 23 5U fission rates.
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In examining the power variation, we must recall that whereas in simulation we
set the thermal power, during actual reactor operation it is the lifting or lowering of
control rods that results in a change in thermal power. Thus, we see that an increase
in thermal power is associated with increases in all 4 types of fission rates, and vice
versa.
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